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Abstract
We describe a novel semantic search engine
for scientific literature. The Camtology sys-
tem allows for sentence-level searches of PDF
files and combines text and image searches,
thus facilitating the retrieval of information
present in tables and figures. It allows the user
to generate complex queries for search terms
that are related through particular grammati-
cal/semantic relations in an intuitive manner.
The system uses Grid processing to parallelise
the analysis of large numbers of papers.

1 Introduction
Scientific, technological, engineering and medi-
cal (STEM) research is entering the so-called 4th
Paradigm of “data-intensive scientific discovery”, in
which advanced data mining and pattern discovery
techniques need to be applied to vast datasets in or-
der to drive further discoveries. A key component
of this process is efficient search and exploitation of
the huge repository of information that only exists in
textual or visual form within the “bibliome”, which
itself continues to grow exponentially.

Today’s computationally driven research methods
have outgrown traditional methods of searching for
scientific data, creating a widespread and unfulfilled
need for advanced search and information extrac-
tion. Camtology combines text and image process-
ing to create a unique solution to this problem.

2 Status
Camtology has developed a search and information
extraction system which is currently undergoing us-
ability testing with the curation team for FlyBase1,
a $1m/year NIH-funded curated database covering
the functional genomics of the fruit fly. To provide
a scalable solution capable of analysing the entire
STEM bibliome of over 20m electronic journal and

1http://flybase.org/

conference papers, we have developed a robust sys-
tem that can be used with a grid of computers run-
ning distributed job management software.

This system has been deployed and tested using
a subset of the resources provided by the UK Grid
for Particle Physics (Britton et al., 2009), part of the
worldwide Grid of around 200000 CPU cores as-
sembled to allow analysis of the petabyte-scale data
volumes to be recorded each year by experiments at
the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva. Processing
of the FlyBase archive of around 15000 papers re-
quired about 8000 hours of CPU time, and has been
successfully completed in about 3 days, with up to a
few hundred jobs run in parallel. A distributed spi-
der for collecting open-source PDF documents has
also been developed. This has been run concurrently
on over 2000 cores cores, and has been used to re-
trieve over 350000 subject-specific papers, but these
are not considered in the present demo.

3 Functionality
Camtology’s search and extraction engine is the first
to integrate a full structural analysis of a scientific
paper in PDF format (identifying headings, sections,
captions and associated figures, citations and ref-
erences) with a sentence-by-sentence grammatical
analysis of the text and direct visual search over
figures. Combining these capabilities allows us to
transform paper search from keyword based paper
retrieval, where the end result is a set of putatively
relevant PDF files which need to be read, to informa-
tion extraction based on the ability to interactively
specify a rich variety of linguistic patterns which
return sentences in specific document locales, and
which combine text with image-based constraints;
for instance:

“all sentences in figure captions which contain
any gene name as the theme of the action ‘ex-
press’ where the figure is a picture of an eye”
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Camtology allows the user to build up such com-
plex queries quickly though an intuitive process of
query refinement.

Figures often convey information crucial to the
understanding of the content of a paper and are typ-
ically not available to search. Camtology’s search
engine integrates text search to the figure and cap-
tion level with the ability to re-rank search returns on
the basis of visual similarity to a chosen archetype
(ambiguities in textual relevance are often resolved
by visual appearance). Figure 1 provides a compact
overview of the search functionality supported by
our current demonstrator. Interactively, constructing
and running such complex queries takes a few sec-
onds in our intuitive user interface, and allows the
user to quickly browse and then aggregate informa-
tion across the entire collection of papers indexed by
the system. For instance, saving the search result
from the example above would yield a computer-
readable list of gene names involved in eye develop-
ment (in fruit flies in our demonstrator) in a second
or so. With existing web portals and keyword based
selection of PDF files (for example, Google Scholar,
ScienceDirect, DeepDyve or PubGet), a query like
this would typically take many hours to open and
read each one, using cut and paste to extract gene
names (and excludes the possibility of ordering re-
sults on a visual basis). The only other alterna-
tive would require expensive bespoke adaptation of
a text mining system by IT professionals using li-
censed software (such as Ariadne Genomics, Temis
or Linguamatics). This option is only available to a
tiny minority of researchers working for large well-
funded corporations.

4 Summary of Technology
4.1 PDF to SciXML
The PDF format represents a document in a
manner designed to facilitate printing. In short,
it provides information on font and position for
textual and graphical units. To enable informa-
tion retrieval and extraction, we need to convert
this typographic representation into a logical one
that reflects the structure of scientific documents.
We use an XML schema called SciXML (first
introduced in Teufel et al. (1999)) that we extend
to include images. We linearise the textual ele-
ments in the PDF, representing these as <div>
elements in XML and classify these divisions as
{Title|Author|Affiliation|Abstract|Footnote|Caption|

Heading|Citation| References|Text} in a constraint
satisfaction framework.

In addition, we identify all graphics in the PDF,
including lines and images. We then identify ta-
bles by looking for specific patterns of text and
lines. A bounding box is identified for a table and
an image is generated that overlays the text on the
lines. Similarly we overlay text onto images that
have been identified and identify bounding boxes
for figures. This representation allows us to re-
trieve figures and tables that consist of text and
graphics. Once bounding boxes for tables or fig-
ures have been identified, we identify a one-to-one
association between captions and boxes that min-
imises the total distance between captions and their
associated figures or tables. The image is then ref-
erenced from the caption using a “SRC” attribute;
for example, in (abbreviated for space constraints):

<CAPTION SRC=
”FBrf0174566 fig 6 o.png”>
<b>Fig. 6. </b> Phenotypic
analysis of denticle belt fusions
during embryogenesis. (A)
The denticle belt fusion phe-
notype resulted in folds around
the surrounding fused... ...(G)
...the only cuticle phenotype
of the DN-EGFR-expressing
embryos was strong denticle
belt fusions in alternating
parasegments (<i>paired
</i>domains).</CAPTION>

Note how informative the caption is, and the value
of being able to search this caption in conjunction
with the corresponding image (also shown above).

4.2 Natural Language Processing
Every sentence, including those in abstracts, titles
and captions, is run through our named-entity recog-
niser and syntactic parser. The output of these sys-
tems is then indexed, enabling semantic search.

Named Entity Recognition
NER in the biomedical domain was implemented
as described in Vlachos (2007). Gene Mention
tagging was performed using Conditional Random
Fields and syntactic parsing, using features derived
from grammatical relations to augment the tagging.
We also use a probabilistic model for resolution of
non-pronominal anaphora in biomedical texts. The
model focuses on biomedical entities and seeks to
find the antecedents of anaphora, both coreferent
and associative ones, and also to identify discourse-
new expressions (Gasperin and Briscoe, 2008).
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Parsing
The RASP toolkit (Briscoe et al., 2006) is used
for sentence boundary detection, tokenisation, PoS
tagging and finding grammatical relations (GR) be-
tween words in the text. GRs are triplets consisting
of a relation-type and two arguments and also en-
code morphology, word position and part-of-speech;
for example, parsing “John likes Mary.” gives us a
subject relation and a direct object relation:

(|ncsubj| |like+s:2 VVZ| |John:1 NP1|)
(|dobj| |like+s:2 VVZ| |Mary:3 NP1|)

Representing a parse as a set of flat triplets allows
us to index on grammatical relations, thus enabling
complex relational queries.

4.3 Image Processing
We build a low-dimensional feature vector to sum-
marise the content of each extracted image. Colour
and intensity histograms are encoded in a short bit
string which describes the image globally; this is
concatenated with a description of the image derived
from a wavelet decomposition (Jacobs et al., 1995)
that captures finer-scale edge information. Efficient
similar image search is achieved by projecting these
feature vectors onto a small number of randomly-
generated hyperplanes and using the signs of the
projections as a key for locality-sensitive hashing
(Gionis et al., 1999).

4.4 Indexing and Search
We use Lucene (Goetz, 2002) for indexing and re-
trieving sentences and images. Lucene is an open
source indexing and information retrieval library
that has been shown to scale up efficiently and han-
dle large numbers of queries. We index using fields
derived from word-lemmas, grammatical relations
and named entities. At the same time, these complex
representations are hidden from the user, who, as a
first step, performs a simple keyword search; for ex-
ample “express Vnd”. This returns all sentences that
contain the words “express” and “Vnd” (search is
on lemmatised words, so morphological variants of
“express” will be retrieved). Different colours rep-
resent different types of biological entities and pro-
cesses (green for a gene), and blue shows the entered
search terms in the result sentences. An example
sentence retrieved for the above query follows:

It is possible that like ac , sc and l’sc ,
vnd is expressed initially in cell clusters and

then restricted to single cells .

Next, the user can select specific words in the
returned sentences to indirectly specify a relation.
Clicking on a word will select it, indicated by un-
derlining of the word. In the example above, the
words “vnd” and “expressed” have been selected by
the user. This creates a new query that returns sen-
tences where “vnd” is the subject of “express” and
the clause is in passive voice. This retrieval is based
on a sophisticated grammatical analysis of the text,
and can retrieve sentences where the words in the
relation are far apart. An example of a sentence re-
trieved for the refined query is shown below:

First , vnd might be spatially regulated in a
manner similar to ac and sc and selectively
expressed in these clusters .

Camtology offers two other functionalities. The
user can browse the MeSH (Medical Subject Head-
ings) ontology and retrieve papers relevant to a
MeSH term. Also, for both search and MeSH brows-
ing, retrieved papers are plotted on a world map; this
is done by converting the affiliations of the authors
into geospatial coordinates. The user can then di-
rectly access papers from a particular site.

5 Script Outline
I Quick overview of existing means of searching sci-

ence (PubMed, FlyBase, Google Scholar).
II Walk through the functionality of Camtology (these

are numbered in Figure 1:
• (1) Initial query through textual search box; (2)

Retrieval of relevant sentences; (3) Query re-
finement by clicking on words; (4) Using im-
plicit grammatical relations for new search;

• Alternative to search: (5) Browse MeSH On-
tology to retrieve papers with MeSH terms.

• (6) Specifically searching for tables/figures
• (7) Viewing the affiliation of the authors of re-

trieved papers on a world map.
• (8) Image search using similarity of image.

6 Acknowledgements
This work was supported in part by a STFC miniP-
IPSS grant to the University of Cambridge and
iLexIR Ltd.
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Abstract 

This demo describes the summarization of 

textual material about locations in the context 

of a geo-spatial information display system. 

When the amount of associated textual data is 

large, it is organized and summarized before 

display. A hierarchical summarization frame-

work, conditioned on the small space availa-

ble for display, has been fully implemented. 

Snapshots of the system, with narrative de-

scriptions, demonstrate our results.  

1 Introduction 

Geospatial display systems are increasingly gain-

ing attention, given the large amounts of geospatial 

data and services available online. Although geos-

patial imagery and maps show geometric relations 

among entities, they cannot be used to present oth-

er kinds of knowledge about the temporal, topic, 

and other conceptual relations and entities. Given 

an entity on a map, a description of what happened 

there, in what order in time, when, and why, re-

quires additional types of information, typically 

contained in text, in order to support varied search 

and decision tasks.  

In this demo, we apply text summarization to a 

geo-spatial information display system with poten-

tially large amounts of textual data. By summariz-

ing the textual material linked to each location, we 

demonstrate the ways one can organize this ma-

terial for optimal display and search. 

Of the many different types of text-oriented re-

sources available, some are structured and others 

unstructured. This textual data can be linked to 

locations based on different reasons (containing 

place names, addresses, real objects with geo-

graphical features, etc.). Appropriately grouping 

and presenting the different aspects of the textual 

information in summarization is a challenging task. 

A second challenge stems from the huge amounts 

of web material related to some geographical ob-

jects. For example, one may find millions of pages 

for a famous place or event at a specific map loca-

tion. Given the common limitations of display 

space in most geospatial display systems, one must 

also design the interface to support dynamic 

browsing and search. 

All these challenges bring new problems to exist-

ing summarization techniques. In the following 

sections, we demonstrate a hierarchical summari-

zation framework that reduces displayed text and 

fully utilizes the small display space available for 

textual information.  

2 Related Work 

Associating each news page individually to its lo-

cation(s) may overwhelm the amount of informa-

tion displayable at any point and thereby limit the 

scalability of the system. Existing systems pre-

sented in (Teitler et al., 2008) and GeoTracker 

(Chen et al, 2007) organize material (at the area 

level) by time instead of somehow aggregating 

over larger numbers of related content. Since fre-

quently the associated news contents overlap at 

least in part, a natural solution is to aggregate the 

content somehow to remove duplication. Moreo-

ver, the aggregation of news provides a global 

view of the textual information about the specific 
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location. Our system is the first available geo-

spatial text aggregation system to our knowledge.  

Within geospatial display systems, the space avail-

able to display textual information is often quite 

limited. We therefore need to summarize the most 

important and relevant information about each lo-

cation, drawing from all the web pages linked to it. 

However, directly applying a multi-document 

summarization (Lin and Hovy, 2001) to the web 

pages will generate poor results, due to unrelated 

titles, duplicate articles, and noisy contents con-

tained in web pages. When several different events 

have occurred at a location, more than one distinct 

summary may be needed. It is therefore important 

to deploy topic recognition (Lin and Hovy, 2000) 

and/or topic clustering (Osinski and Weiss, 2005) 

to identify and group relevant pieces of each text 

into single-topic ‘chunks’. We develop a novel 

hierarchical summarization system to improve the 

interactivity and browsability.   

3 Text Summarization 

3.1 Content Extraction and Summarization 

Multi-webpage summarization is different from 

traditional multi-doc summarization. First, most 

web pages are much more complex than pure text 

documents. Since the web contains a combination 

of types of information—static text, image, videos, 

dynamic layout, etc.—even a single page can be 

treated as multiple documents. Current linking 

functions are based on keywords, making the rele-

vant content of each relevant web page only a li-

mited block within the page. Second, our task is 

oriented to locations, and hence differs from gen-

eral content summarization. Hence, we need to 

identify and extract the essential part(s) of the 

webpage linked to the geospatial imagery for 

summarization and display. In our work, we utilize 

two important features, layout and semantics, to 

identify and extract the relevant content. 

By rendering each web page into a DOM tree, we 

segment the page into large blocks based on its 

layout, including header, footer, left bar, right bar, 

main block, etc. We implemented a rule-based ex-

tractor to extract the most relevant block from the 

web page based on the relevance to the location.  

3.2 Clustering 

Given a list of text blocks relevant to a local point 

of interest, one can employ traditional text summa-

rization techniques to produce a short summary for 

each one. This solution may not be helpful, how-

ever, since a long list of pages associated with each 

point of interest would be very hard for users to 

browse. Especially when the space allocated to text 

display by the geospatial system is also limited, a 

high compression ratio is typically required for the 

summarization system. 

The solution we adopt is to deploy cluster-based 

multi-document summarization. Clustering must 

observe two criteria: first, the location of interest, 

and second, the text topic. Different clustering me-

thods can be employed. To delimit topics, a simple 

heuristic is to introduce as additional criterion the 

event/article date: when the difference in document 

dates within a topical cluster is (far) larger than the 

actual duration of the topic event, we are probably 

dealing with multiple separate events at the same 

location. Better performance is obtained by using a 

topic detection module first, and then clustering 

documents based on the topics identified.  

Unfortunately, documents usually contain multiple 

locations and multiple topics. The problem of ‘top-

ic drift’ can cause confusion in a short summary. 

As in (Hearst, 1997), we segment each document 

into several ‘mini-documents’, each one devoted to 

a single topic, and then to perform location- and 

topic-based clustering over the (now larger) set of 

mini-documents.  

3.3 Hierarchical Summary Generation  

Whatever the clustering approach, the result is a 

potentially rather large set of individual topics as-

sociated with each location. Since screen space for 

the summaries may be very limited next to the 

maps / imagery, they have to be formatted and pre-

sented for maximal interpretability. To address this 

problem, we adopt a hierarchical structure to dis-

play incrementally longer summaries for each loca-

tion of interest. At present we have found three 

levels of incrementally longer summaries to be 

most useful. 

Thumbnail: a very short ‘topic’ that characte-

rizes the (clusters of) documents or segments asso-

ciated with each location. We present essentially 

one or two single keywords -- the most informative 
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words for each cluster. We implemented a new 

version of our topic signature technology, one that 

uses tf.idf instead of the entropy ratio, as scoring 

measure to rank each cluster’s words. 

Title: a headline-length phrase or short sen-

tence (or two). The original titles of the web pages 

are often noisy or even unrelated to the current top-

ic cluster. Sometimes, the title may be meaningless 

(it might for example contain the website’s name 

“Pr Newswire”), or two different web pages may 

share the same title. We implemented a topic-

related headline generator based on our previous 

work (Lin and Hovy, 2000) by incorporating a top-

ic-based selector. 

Snippet: a paragraph-length excerpt characteriz-

ing the cluster. To produce paragraph-length sum-

maries, we implemented an extraction-based text 

summarizer. We built a new version of previously 

investigated technology (Lin and Hovy, 2001), 

implementing several sentence scoring techniques 

and a score combination function. 

4 Demonstration 

4.1 Geospatial Interaction  

The hierarchical summarization service is built 

upon the geo-spatial information display system, 

GeoXRAY1, a commercial product developed by 

Geosemble Technologies2. Figure 1 shows the sys-

tem’s display to support search and browsing of 

text content based on location of interest.  

Figure 1. Geospatial Information Display System 

                                                          
1
GeoXRAY: http://www.geosemble.com/products_geoxray.html

2
Geosemble Technologies: http://www.geosemble.com/

The user can enter an address in the top search 

box, or search by business name. The system then 

centers the imagery at that address or business. 

Clicking on “Get Features” invokes the web ser-

vices to get all features about the displayed image 

and displays the features in the “AREA: Features 

Found” list, and also draws them as points on the 

maps.  

The user can explore the map using the navigation 

controller. On clicking the marker of an identified 

building, an information window pops up contain-

ing the associated structured web information 

(building name, business type, website, online im-

ages, and so on), as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Navigating the Integrated Map 

Clicking on “Get News” retrieves all news related 

to the displayed features; features with associated 

news show a small newspaper icon (see next to 

“Sony Pictures Entertainment” in Figure 4). Click-

ing on the icon displays the news that was linked 

with the feature, sorted by date. 

The hierarchical summarization system, described 

in this paper extends the GeoXRAY system to 

show a summarized view of the news. The user can 

click on the “Cluster News” link. The results are 

displayed in a tree, showing the title of the cluster 

(thumbnail and title), under which appears a small 

summary of the cluster, under which appear links 

to all the news articles belonging to that cluster. 

4.2 Summarization Example  

We provide an example of our text summariza-

tion system performance in Figure 3. In this exam-

ple, we have selected the location of Sony Film 

Studios in Culver City by clicking on the map. 

Figure 3(a) shows the titles and dates of some of 
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the 126 news articles that contain the words “Sony 

Pictures Entertainment”. As described above, these 

documents are clustered based on topics. Using our 

current parameter settings, 20 multi-result clusters 

are formed, leaving 34 results unclustered. (The 

size of clusters, or the number of clusters desired, 

can be varied by the user.) As mentioned above, 

each cluster is presented to the users by a minimal 

length thumbnail summary consisting of a few cha-

racteristic keywords; a partial list of these is shown 

in Figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows the result of se-

lecting the cluster labeled “solar electrical system” 

(second from the bottom in Figure 3(b)), which 

contains two results. The summary contains the 5 

top-ranked sentences from the two documents, pre-

sented in document order. In addition, the sum-

mary includes two hyperlinks to the two full texts 

for further inspection. 

(a) Partial list of the news articles linked to Sony Pictures 

Entertainment 

(b) Clustering results relevant to Sony Pictures Entertainment 

(c) Summarization from the news articles in cluster Solar 

electricity system 

Figure 3. Document clustering and summarization for news 

relevant to Sony Picture Entertainment 

The summary illustrates some of the strengths but 

also the shortcomings of the current system. It is 

clearly about a solar energy system installed in 

2007 on top of the Jimmy Stewart Building by EI 

Solutions. This is enough detail for a user to de-

termine whether or not to read the texts any fur-

ther. However, two of the extracted sentences are 

not satisfactory: sentence 2 is broken off and sen-

tence 3 should not be part of the news text at all. 

Premature sentence breaks result from inadequate 

punctuation and line break processing, which is 

still a research problem exacerbated by the com-

plexity of web pages. 

By showing the summary results, we merely dem-

onstrate the improvement on browsability of the 

search system. We are relatively satisfied with the 

results. While the summaries are not always very 

good, they are uniformly understandable and com-

pletely adequate to prove that one can combine 

geospatial information access and text summariza-

tion in a usable and coherent manner.  
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Abstract

We present a new Java-based open source
toolkit for phrase-based machine translation.
The key innovation provided by the toolkit
is to use APIs for integrating new fea-
tures (/knowledge sources) into the decod-
ing model and for extracting feature statis-
tics from aligned bitexts. The package in-
cludes a number of useful features written to
these APIs including features for hierarchi-
cal reordering, discriminatively trained linear
distortion, and syntax based language models.
Other useful utilities packaged with the toolkit
include: a conditional phrase extraction sys-
tem that builds a phrase table just for a spe-
cific dataset; and an implementation of MERT
that allows for pluggable evaluation metrics
for both training and evaluation with built in
support for a variety of metrics (e.g., TERp,
BLEU, METEOR).

1 Motivation

Progress in machine translation (MT) depends crit-
ically on the development of new and better model
features that allow translation systems to better iden-
tify and construct high quality machine translations.
The popular Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007)
was designed to allow new features to be defined us-
ing factored translation models. In such models, the
individual phrases being translated can be factored
into two or more abstract phrases (e.g., lemma, POS-
tags) that can be translated individually and then
combined in a seperate generation stage to arrive at
the final target translation. While greatly enriching
the space of models that can be used for phrase-
based machine translation, Moses only allows fea-
tures that can be defined at the level of individual
words and phrases.

The Phrasal toolkit provides easy-to-use APIs
for the development of arbitrary new model fea-
tures. It includes an API for extracting feature

statistics from aligned bitexts and for incor-
porating the new features into the decoding
model. The system has already been used to
develop a number of innovative new features
(Chang et al., 2009; Galley and Manning, 2008;
Galley and Manning, 2009; Green et al., 2010) and
to build translation systems that have placed well
at recent competitive evaluations, achieving second
place for Arabic to English translation on the NIST
2009 constrained data track.1

We implemented the toolkit in Java because it of-
fers a good balance between performance and de-
veloper productivity. Compared to C++, develop-
ers using Java are 30 to 200% faster, produce fewer
defects, and correct defects up to 6 times faster
(Phipps, 1999). While Java programs were histori-
cally much slower than similar programs written in
C or C++, modern Java virtual machines (JVMs) re-
sult in Java programs being nearly as fast as C++
programs (Bruckschlegel, 2005). Java also allows
for trivial code portability across different platforms.

In the remainder of the paper, we will highlight
various useful capabilities, components and model-
ing features included in the toolkit.

2 Toolkit

The toolkit provides end-to-end support for the cre-
ation and evaluation of machine translation models.
Given sentence-aligned parallel text, a new transla-
tion system can be built using a single command:

java edu.stanford.nlp.mt.CreateModel \
(source.txt) (target.txt) \
(dev.source.txt) (dev.ref) (model_name)

Running this command will first create word
level alignments for the sentences in source.txt
and target.txt using the Berkeley cross-EM aligner

1http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests
/mt/2009/ResultsRelease/currentArabic.html
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Figure 1: Chinese-to-English translation using discontinuous phrases.

(Liang et al., 2006).2 From the word-to-word
alignments, the system extracts a phrase ta-
ble (Koehn et al., 2003) and hierarchical reorder-
ing model (Galley and Manning, 2008). Two n-
gram language models are trained on the tar-
get.txt sentences: one over lowercased target sen-
tences that will be used by the Phrasal decoder
and one over the original source sentences that
will be used for truecasing the MT output. Fi-
nally, the system trains the feature weights for the
decoding model using minimum error rate train-
ing (Och, 2003) to maximize the system’s BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002) on the development
data given by dev.source.txt and dev.ref. The toolkit
is distributed under the GNU general public license
(GPL) and can be downloaded fromhttp://
nlp.stanford.edu/software/phrasal.

3 Decoder

Decoding Engines The package includes two de-
coding engines, one that implements the left-to-
right beam search algorithm that was first intro-
duced with the Pharaoh machine translation system
(Koehn, 2004), and another that provides a recently
developed decoding algorithm for translating with
discontinuous phrases (Galley and Manning, 2010).
Both engines use features written to a common but
extensible feature API, which allows features to be
written once and then loaded into either engine.

Discontinuous phrases provide a mechanism for
systematically translating grammatical construc-
tions. As seen in Fig. 1, using discontinuous phrases
allows us to successfully capture that the Chinese
construction当 X的 can be translated aswhen X.

Multithreading The decoder has robust support
for multithreading, allowing it to take full advantage
of modern hardware that provides multiple CPU
cores. As shown in Fig. 2, decoding speed scales
well when the number of threads being used is in-
creased from one to four. However, increasing the

2Optionally, GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) can also be used
to create the word-to-word alignments.
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Figure 2: Multicore translations per minute on a sys-
tem with two Intel Xeon L5530 processors running at
2.40GHz.

threads past four results in only marginal additional
gains as the cost of managing the resources shared
between the threads is starting to overwhelm the
value provided by each additional thread. Moses
also does not run faster with more than 4-5 threads.3

Feature API The feature API was designed to
abstract away complex implementation details of
the underlying decoding engine and provide a sim-
ple consistent framework for creating new decoding
model features. During decoding, as each phrase
that is translated, the system constructs aFeaturiz-
able object. As seen in Table 1,Featurizable objects
specify what phrase was just translated and an over-
all summary of the translation being built. Code that
implements a feature inspects theFeaturizable and
returns one or more named feature values. Prior to
translating a new sentence, the sentence is passed to
the active features for a decoding model, so that they
can perform any necessary preliminary analysis.

Comparison with Moses Credible research into
new features requires baseline system performance
that is on par with existing state-of-the-art systems.
Seen in Table 2, Phrasal meets the performance of
Moses when using the exact same decoding model
feature set as Moses and outperforms Moses signifi-
cantly when using its own default feature set.4

3http://statmt.org/moses
/?n=Moses.AdvancedFeatures (April 6, 2010)

4Phrasal was originally written to replicate Moses as it was
implemented in 2007 (release 2007-05-29), and the current ver-
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Featurizable
Last Translated Phrase Pair
Source and Target Alignments
Partial Translation
Source Sentence
Current Source Coverage
Pointer to Prior Featurizable

Table 1: Information passed to features in the form of a
Featurizable object for each translated phrase.

System Features MT06 (tune) MT03 MT05
Moses Moses 34.23 33.72 32.51
Phrasal Moses 34.25 33.72 32.49
Phrasal Default 35.02 34.98 33.21

Table 2: Comparison of two configurations of Phrasal
to Moses on Chinese-to-English. One Phrasal configura-
tion uses the standard Moses feature set for single factor
phrase-based translation with distance and phrase level
msd-bidirectional-fe reordering features. The other uses
the default configuration of Phrasal, which replaces the
phrase levelmsd-bidirectional-fe feature with a heirarchi-
cal reordering feature.

4 Features

The toolkit includes the basic eight phrase-based
translation features available in Moses as well as
Moses’ implementation of lexical reordering fea-
tures. In addition to the common Moses features, we
also include innovative new features that improve
translation quality. One of these features is a hier-
archical generalization of the Moses lexical reorder-
ing model. Instead of just looking at the reorder-
ing relationship between individual phrases, the new
feature examines the reordering of blocks of ad-
jacent phrases (Galley and Manning, 2008) and im-
proves translation quality when the material being
reordered cannot be captured by single phrase. This
hierarchical lexicalized reordering model is used by
default in Phrasal and is responsible for the gains
shown in Table 2 using the default features.

To illustrate how Phrasal can effectively be used
to design rich feature sets, we present an overview
of various extensions that have been built upon the

sion still almost exactly replicates this implementation when
using only the baseline Moses features. To ensure this con-
figuration of the decoder is still competitive, we compared it
against the current Moses implementation (release 2009-04-
13) and found that the performance of the two systems is still
close. Tthe current Moses implementation obtains slightly
lower BLEU scores, respectively 33.98 and 32.39 on MT06 and
MT05.

Phrasal feature API. These extensions are currently
not included in the release:

Target Side Dependency Language Model The
n-gram language models that are traditionally used
to capture the syntax of the target language do a
poor job of modeling long distance syntactic rela-
tionships. For example, if there are a number of
intervening words between a verb and its subject,
n-gram language models will often not be of much
help in selecting the verb form that agrees with the
subject. The target side dependency language model
feature captures these long distance relationships by
providing a dependency score for the target transla-
tions produced by the decoder. This is done using
an efficient quadratic time algorithm that operates
within the main decoding loop rather than in a sepa-
rate reranking stage (Galley and Manning, 2009).

Discriminative Distortion The standard distor-
tion cost model used in phrase-based MT systems
such as Moses has two problems. First, it does not
estimate the future cost of known required moves,
thus increasing search errors. Second, the model pe-
nalizes distortion linearly, even when appropriate re-
orderings are performed. To address these problems,
we used the Phrasal feature API to design a new
discriminative distortion model that predicts word
movement during translation and that estimates fu-
ture cost. These extensions allow us to triple the
distortion limit and provide a statistically significant
improvement over the baseline (Green et al., 2010).

Discriminative Reordering with Chinese Gram-
matical Relations During translation, a source
sentence can be more accurately reordered if the
system knows something about the syntactic rela-
tionship between the words in the phrases being re-
ordered. The discriminative reordering with Chinese
grammatical relations feature examines the path be-
tween words in a source-side dependency tree and
uses it to evaluate the appropriateness of candidate
phrase reorderings (Chang et al., 2009).

5 Other components

Training Decoding Models The package includes
a comprehensive toolset for training decoding mod-
els. It supports MERT training using coordinate de-
scent, Powell’s method, line search along random
search directions, and downhill Simplex. In addi-
tion to the BLEU metric, models can be trained
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to optimize other popular evaluation metrics such
as METEOR (Lavie and Denkowski, 2009), TERp
(Snover et al., 2009), mWER (Nießen et al., 2000),
and PER (Tillmann et al., 1997). It is also possible
to plug in other new user-created evaluation metrics.

Conditional Phrase Table Extraction Rather
than first building a massive phrase table from a par-
allel corpus and then filtering it down to just what
is needed for a specific data set, our toolkit sup-
ports the extraction of just those phrases that might
be used on a given evaluation set. In doing so, it
dramatically reduces the time required to build the
phrase table and related data structures such as re-
ordering models.

Feature Extraction API In order to assist in the
development of new features, the toolkit provides
an API for extracting feature statistics from a word-
aligned parallel corpus. This API ties into the condi-
tional phrase table extraction utility, and thus allows
for the extraction of just those feature statistics that
are relevant to a given data set.

6 Conclusion
Phrasal is an open source state-of-the-art Java-
based machine translation system that was designed
specifically for research into new decoding model
features. The system supports traditional phrase-
based translation as well as translation using discon-
tinuous phrases. It includes a number of new and
innovative model features in addition to those typi-
cally found in phrase-based translation systems. It is
also packaged with other useful components such as
tools for extracting feature statistics, building phrase
tables for specific data sets, and MERT training rou-
tines that support a number of optimization tech-
niques and evaluation metrics.
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Abstract

This paper demonstrates two annotation
tools related to Propbank: Cornerstone
and Jubilee. Propbank is a corpus in
which the arguments of each verb pred-
icate are annotated with their semantic
roles. Propbank annotation also requires
the choice of a sense id for each predicate,
defined in the corresponding frameset file.
Jubilee expedites the annotation process
by displaying several resources of syntactic
and semantic information simultaneously;
easy access to each of these resources al-
lows the annotator to quickly absorb and
apply the necessary syntactic and semantic
information pertinent to each predicate for
consistent and efficient annotation. Cor-
nerstone is a user-friendly xml editor, cus-
tomized to allow frame authors to create
and edit frameset files. Both tools have
been successfully adapted to many Prop-
bank projects; they run platform indepen-
dently, are light enough to run as X11 ap-
plications and support multiple languages
such as Arabic, Chinese, English, Hindi
and Korean.

1 Introduction

Propbank is a corpus in which the arguments of
each verb predicate are annotated with their se-
mantic roles (Palmer et al., 2005). Propbank an-
notation also requires the choice of a sense id for
each predicate. Thus, for each predicate in the
Propbank, there exists a corresponding frame-
set file encompassing one or more senses of the
predicate. All frameset files are written in xml,
which is somewhat difficult to read and edit. Al-
though there already exist many xml editors,

most of them require some degree of knowledge
of xml, and none of them are specifically cus-
tomized for frameset files. This motivated the
development of our own frameset editor, Cor-
nerstone.

Jubilee is a Propbank instance editor. For
each verb predicate, we create a Propbank in-
stance that consists of the predicate’s sense id
and its arguments labeled with semantic roles.
Previously the allocation of tasks, the annota-
tion of argument labels and the frameset tagging
were all done as separate tasks. With Jubilee,
the entire annotation procedure can be done us-
ing one tool that simultaneously provides rich
syntactic information as well as comprehensive
semantic information.

Both Cornerstone and Jubilee are developed
in Java (Jdk 6.0), so they run on any plat-
form where the Java virtual machine is installed.
They are light enough to run as X11 applica-
tions. This aspect is important because Prop-
bank data are usually stored in a server, so
annotators need to update them remotely (via
ssh). One of the biggest advantages of using
these tools is that they accommodate several
languages; in fact, the tools have been used
for Propbank projects in Arabic (M.Diab et al.,
2008), Chinese (Xue and Palmer, 2009), En-
glish (Palmer et al., 2005) and Hindi, and have
been tested in Korean (Han et al., 2002).

This demo paper details how to create Prop-
bank framesets in Cornerstone, and how to an-
notate Propbank instances using Jubilee. There
are two modes in which to run Cornerstone:
multi-lemma and uni-lemma mode. In multi-
lemma mode, a predicate can have multiple lem-
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mas, whereas a predicate can have only one
lemma in uni-lemma mode. Jubilee also has
two modes: normal and gold mode. In normal
mode, annotators are allowed to view and edit
only tasks that have been claimed by themselves
or by one other annotator. In gold mode, adju-
dicators are allowed to view and edit all tasks
that have undergone at least single-annotation.

2 How to obtain the tools

Cornerstone and Jubilee are available as an open
source project on Google code.1 The webpage
gives detailed instructions of how to download,
install and launch the tools (Choi et al., 2009a;
Choi et al., 2009b).

3 Description of Cornerstone

3.1 Multi-lemma mode

Languages such as English and Hindi are ex-
pected to run in multi-lemma mode, due to the
nature of their verb predicates. In multi-lemma
mode, a predicate can have multiple lemmas
(e.g., ‘run’, ‘run out’, ‘run up’). The xml struc-
ture of the frameset files for such langauges is
defined in a dtd file, frameset.dtd.

Figure 1 shows what appears when you open
a frameset file, run.xml, in multi-lemma mode.
The window consists of four panes: the frame-
set pane, predicate pane, roleset pane and roles
pane. The frameset pane contains a frameset
note reserved for information that pertains to all
predicate lemmas and rolesets within the frame-
set file. The predicate pane contains one or more
tabs titled by predicate lemmas that may in-
clude verb particle constructions. The roleset
pane contains tabs titled by roleset ids (e.g.,
run.01, run.02, corresponding to different senses
of the predicate) for the currently selected predi-
cate lemma (e.g., ‘run’). The roles pane includes
one or more roles, which represent arguments
that the predicate requires or commonly takes
in usage.

3.2 Uni-lemma mode

Languages such as Arabic and Chinese are ex-
pected to run in uni-lemma mode. Unlike multi-

1http://code.google.com/p/propbank/

Figure 1: Open run.xml in multi-lemma mode

lemma mode, which allows a predicate to have
multiple lemmas, uni-lemma mode allows only
one lemma for a predicate. The xml structure
of the frameset files for such langauges is defined
in a dtd file, verb.dtd.

Figure 2: Open HAfaZ.xml in uni-lemma mode

Figure 2 shows what appears when you open a
frameset file, HAfaZ.xml, in uni-lemma mode.
The window consists of four panes: the verb
pane, frameset pane, frame pane and roles pane.
The verb pane contains a verb comment field
for information helpful to annotators about the
verb, as well as the attribute field, ID, which in-
dicates the predicate lemma of the verb, repre-
sented either in the Roman alphabet or charac-
ters in other languages. The frameset pane con-
tains several tabs titled by frameset ids (corre-
sponding to verb senses) for the predicate. The
frame pane contains a frame comment for op-
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tional information about the frame and the map-
ping pane, which includes mappings between
syntactic constituents and semantic arguments.
The roles pane consists of a set of arguments
that the predicate requires or commonly takes.

4 Description of Jubilee

4.1 Normal mode

Annotators are expected to run Jubilee in
normal mode. In normal mode, annotators
are allowed to view and edit only tasks claimed
by themselves or one other annotator when
the max-number of annotators allowed is two.
Jubilee gives the option of assigning a different
max-number of annotators as well.

When you run Jubilee in normal mode, you
will see an open-dialog (Figure 3). There are
three components in the open-dialog. The
combo-box at the top shows a list of all Prop-
bank projects. Once you select a project (e.g.,
english.sample), both [New Tasks] and [My
Tasks] will be updated. [New Task] shows a
list of tasks that have either not been claimed,
or claimed by only one other annotator. [My
Tasks] shows a list of tasks that have been
claimed by the current annotator.

Figure 3: Open-dialog

Once you choose a task and click the [Enter]
button, Jubilee’s main window will be prompted
(Figure 4). There are three views available in
the main window: the treebank view, frame-
set view and argument view. By default, the
treebank view shows the first tree (in the Penn
Treebank format (Marcus et al., 1993)) in the
selected task. The frameset view displays role-
sets and allows the annotator to choose the sense
of the predicate with respect to the current tree.
The argument view contains buttons represent-
ing each of the Propbank argument labels.

Figure 4: Jubilee’s main window

4.2 Gold mode

Adjudicators are expected to run Jubilee in gold
mode. In gold mode, adjudicators are allowed to
view and edit all tasks that have undergone at
least single-annotation. When you run Jubilee
in gold mode, you will see the same open-dialog
as you saw in Figure. 3. The [New Tasks] shows
a list of tasks that have not been adjudicated,
and the [My Tasks] shows a list of tasks that
have been adjudicated. Gold mode does not al-
low adjudicators to open tasks that have not
been at least single-annotated.

5 Demonstrations

5.1 Cornerstone

We will begin by demonstrating how to view
frameset files in both multi-lemma and uni-
lemma mode. In each mode, we will open an
existing frameset file, compare its interface with
the actual xml file, and show how intuitive it is
to interact with the tool. Next, we will demon-
strate how to create and edit a new frameset file
either from scratch or using an existing frameset
file. This demonstration will reflect several ad-
vantages of using the tool. First, the xml struc-
ture is completely transparent to the frame au-
thors, so that no knowledge of xml is required to
manage the frameset files. Second, the tool au-
tomates some of the routine work for the frame
authors (e.g., assigning a new roleset/frameset
id) and gives lists of options to be chosen (e.g.,
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a list of function tags) so that frameset creation,
and the entire annotation procedure in turn, be-
come much faster. Third, the tool checks for the
completion of required fields and formatting er-
rors so that frame authors do not have to check
them manually. Finally, the tool automatically
saves the changes so the work is never lost.

5.2 Jubilee

For the treebank view, we will compare Jubilee’s
graphical representation of the trees with the
parenthetical representation of former tools: the
clear visual representation of the phrase struc-
ture helps the annotator to better understand
the syntax of the instance and to annotate the
appropriate node within the correct span. For
the frameset view, we will detail what kind of
semantic information it provides as you choose
different rolesets. This will highlight how Ju-
bilee’s support of roleset id annotation not only
speeds up the annotation process, but also en-
sures consistent annotation because the roleset
information provides a guideline for the correct
annotation of a particular verb sense. For the
argument view, we will illustrate how to anno-
tate Propbank arguments and use the opera-
tors for concatenations and links; thereby also
demonstrating that having each of these labels
clearly visible helps the annotator to remember
and evaluate the appropriateness of each possi-
ble argument label. Finally, we will show how
intuitive it is to adjudicate the annotations in
gold mode.

6 Future work

Both Cornerstone and Jubilee have been suc-
cessfully adapted to Propbank projects in sev-
eral universities such as Brandeis University, the
University of Colorado at Boulder, and the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. We
will continuously develop the tools by improv-
ing their functionalities through user-testing and
feedback, and also by applying them to more
languages.
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Abstract

We present an innovative application of dia-
logue processing concepts to educational tech-
nology. In a previous corpus analysis of peer
learning dialogues, we found that initiative
and initiative shifts are indicative of learning,
and of learning-conducive episodes. We have
incorporated this finding in KSC-PaL, a peer
learning agent. KSC-PaL promotes learning
by encouraging shifts in task initiative.

1 Introduction

Collaborative learning has been shown to be an ef-
fective mode of learning for potentially all partic-
ipants (Brown and Palincsar, 1989; Fisher, 1993;
Tin, 2003). While collaboration in dialogue has long
been researched in computational linguistics (Chu-
Carroll and Carberry, 1998; Constantino-González
and Suthers, 2000; Jordan and Di Eugenio, 1997;
Soller, 2004), the study of peer learning from a com-
putational perspective is still in the early stages.

Previous research has suggested several mecha-
nisms that explain why peer learning is effective.
Among them are: self-directed explaining (Chi et
al., 1994), other-directed explaining (Ploetzner et
al., 1999; Roscoe and Chi, 2007) and Knowledge
Co-construction – KCC for short (Hausmann et al.,
2004). KCC episodes are defined as portions of the
dialogue in which students are jointly constructing
a shared meaning of a concept required for problem
solving. This last mechanism is the most interesting
from a peer learning perspective because it is a truly

∗This work is funded by NSF grants 0536968 and 0536959.

collaborative construct and also because it is consis-
tent with the widely accepted constructivist view of
learning.

In our previous work (Kersey et al., 2009) we de-
rived a model of peer interactions that operational-
izes KCC via the notion of initiative shifts in dia-
logue. This model was based on an extensive corpus
analysis in which we found a strong relationship be-
tween initiative shifts and KCC episodes. A paired t-
test showed that there were significantly more initia-
tive shifts in the annotated KCC episodes compared
with the rest of the dialogue ( t(57) = 3.32, p =
0.0016). The moderate effect difference between
the two groups (effect size = 0.49 ) shows that there
is a meaningful increase in the number of initia-
tive shifts in KCC episodes compared with problem
solving activity outside of the KCC episodes. Addi-
tionally, we found moderate correlations of learning
with both KCC (R2 = 0.14, p = 0.02) and with
initiative shifts (R2 = 0.20, p = 0.00).

We have incorporated this model in an innovative
peer learning agent, KSC-PaL, that is designed to
collaborate with a student to solve problems in the
domain of computer science data structures.

2 KSC-PaL

KSC-PaL, has at its core the TuTalk System (Jordan
et al., 2007), a dialogue management system that
supports natural language dialogue in educational
applications. In developing KSC-PaL we extended
TuTalk in three ways.

The first extension is a user interface (see Fig-
ure 1) which manages communication between
TuTalk and the student. Students interact with KSC-
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Figure 1: The KSC-PaL interface

PaL using natural language and graphical actions.
The student input is processed by the interface and
its related modules into an appropriate format and
passed to TuTalk. Since TuTalk’s interpretation
module is not able to appropriately handle all stu-
dent utterances, a human interpreter assists in this
process. The interpreter receives a student utterance
along with a list of possible matching concepts from
TuTalk (see Figure 4). The interpreter then selects
the most likely matching concepts from TuTalk thus
assisting in natural language interpretation. If the
student utterance doesn’t match any of these con-
cepts, a second list of concepts, containing student
initiative utterances, are presented to the interpreter.
If none of these match then all known concepts are
presented to the interpreter for matching. Note that
the interpreter has a limited, predetermined set of
choices, corresponding to the concepts that TuTalk
is aware of. In this way, his/her intervention is cir-
cumscribed.

The second addition is the incorporation of a stu-
dent model that allows the KSC-PaL to track the

current state of problem solving and the student’s
knowledge in order to guide its behavior. TuTalk’s
student model was replaced with one that incorpo-
rates problem solution graphs (Conati et al., 2002).
Solution graphs are Bayesian networks where each
node represents either an action required to solve the
problem or a concept required as part of problem
solving. A user’s utterances and actions are then
matched to these nodes. This provides KSC-PaL
with information related to the student’s knowledge
of problem solving concepts as well as the current
topic under discussion.

Thirdly, a planning module was added to TuTalk
to make decisions on implementation of problem
solving goals and responses to student initiative in
order to manage shifts in initiative. The planning
module includes an initiative tracker that codes turns
with with either student initiative or agent initiative
using one classifier for natural language utterances
and a separate classifier for drawing and coding ac-
tions. Once a turn is classified, it is determined
whether a shift in initiative has occurred by compar-
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ing the current classification with the classification
of the previous turn. An average level of initiative
shifts is then computed by dividing the number of
initiative shifts by the total number of turns. Based
on the initiative level, KSC-PaL encourages initia-
tive shifts by using prompts, hedging, requesting
feedback from the student and encouraging student
criticism by intentionally making errors in problem
solving.

Our evaluation of KSC-PaL (Kersey et al., June
2010) found that students learned using the agent
and that KSC-PaL was was successful in encourag-
ing shifts in initiative.

3 Demonstration Outline

We will demonstrate a problem solving episode with
KSC-PaL where a user will interact with the agent as
a student. Specifically we will show how KSC-PaL
attempts to manage the level of initiative and how
KSC-PaL reacts to student initiative.

1. Amy: hi there, are you ready
to start?

2. Mary: sure
3. Amy: where to begin?
4. Mary: i don’t know
5. Amy: maybe we should draw this
6. Amy: do you want to draw it?
7. Mary: ok
8. Amy: so, line 1 ...
9. Mary: how’s that?
10. Amy: hmmm
11. Amy: line 2: first.next=

second.next
(Mary diagrams the code segment)
12. Mary: there i finished it
13. Amy: looks good
14. Amy: i think we’re done drawing
15. Mary: yes
16. Amy: basically, it switches the

first and second elements
17. Mary: right
18. Amy: ill write the explanation
19. Mary: ok

Figure 2: Problem Solving Example

Figure 2 shows an excerpt from a typical prob-

lem solving session. Amy, the agent, attempts to
maintain a balanced level of initiative either by en-
couraging the student (Mary) to take initiative, or by
taking initiative. In lines 10 and 11, the agent uses a
prompt followed by repetition of the problem solv-
ing goal to encourage the student to retain the initia-
tive. However, in line 16 the agent takes initiative by
proposing a solution to the problem.

KSC-PaL is also able to manage the situation
where the student takes initiative in the dialogue in
an unanticipated manner, as shown in Figure 3. In
line 3, Mary asks a question that is not expected
at this point in the problem solving process and the
agent responds appropriately in line 4. KSC-PaL is
able to respond to a set of student initiations derived
from corpus data, such as the one in this excerpt.
Additionally, the agent responds in a generic man-
ner to other unanticipated initiations and directs the
student back to problem solving.

1. Mary: let’s look at the code
2. Amy: so, i think first and

second both equal bat
3. Mary: is second a reference or

a node?
4. Amy: second is a reference

Figure 3: Student Initiative Example
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Abstract

We present an English lexical database which
is fuller, more accurate and more consistent
than any other. We believe this to be so be-
cause the project has been well-planned, with
a 12-month intensive planning phase prior to
the lexicography beginning; well-resourced,
employing a team of fifteen highly experi-
enced lexicographers for a thirty-month main
phase; it has had access to the latest corpus
and dictionary-editing technology; it has not
been constrained to meet any goals other than
an accurate description of the language; and
it has been led by a team with singular expe-
rience in delivering high-quality and innova-
tive resources. The lexicon will be complete
in Summer 2010 and will be available for NLP
groups, on terms designed to encourage its re-
search use.

1 Introduction

Most NLP applications need lexicons. NLP re-
searchers have used databases from dictionary pub-
lishers (Boguraev and Briscoe, 1989; Wilks et al.,
1996), or developed NLP resources (COMLEX
(Macleod et al., 1994), XTAG (Doran et al., 1994))
or used WordNet,(Fellbaum, 1998) or have switched
to fully corpus-based strategies which need no lex-
icons. However the publishers’ dictionaries were
pre-corpus, often inconsistent, and licencing con-
straints were in the end fatal. COMLEX and XTAG
address only syntax; WordNet, only semantics. Also
these resources were not produced by experienced
lexicographers, nor according to a detailed, stringent
‘style guide’ specifying how to handle all the phe-
nomena (in orthography, morphology, syntax, se-
mantics and pragmatics, from spelling variation to

register to collocation to sense distinction) that make
lexicography complex. Unsupervised corpus meth-
ods are intellectually exciting but do not provide the
lexical facts that many applications need.

We present DANTE (Database of Analysed Texts
of English), an English lexical database. For the
commonest 50,000 words of English, it gives a de-
tailed account of the word’s meaning(s), grammar,
phraseology and collocation and any noteworthy
facts about its pragmatics or distribution.

In outline this is what dictionaries have been do-
ing for many years. This database is of more interest
to NLP than others (for English) because of its:

• quality and consistency

• level of detail

• number of examples

• accountability to the corpus

• purity: it has been created only as an anal-
ysis of English, and has not been compro-
mised by publishing constraints or other non-
lexicographic goals

• availability, on licencing terms that promote its
research use and also the re-use of enhanced
versions created by NLP groups.

2 The Project

The overall project is the preparation of a New En-
glish Irish Dictionary, and is funded by Foras na
Gaeilge, the official body for the (Gaelic) Irish lan-
guage.1 The project was designed according to a

1FnG was set up following the Good Friday Agreement of
1998 on Northern Ireland, between the Governments of the Re-
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model where the first stage of the production of
a blingual dictionary is a target-language-neutral
monolingual analysis of the source language listing
all the phenomena that might possibly have an unex-
pected translation. (The next stages are then trans-
lation and ‘finishing’.) The 2.3 MEuro contract for
the analysis of English was won by Lexicography
MasterClass Ltd in 2007.2 The lexicographers are
working on the letter ‘s’ at time of writing and the
database will be complete in Summer 2010.

3 Lexicography

Writing a dictionary is a large and complex under-
taking. Planning is paramount.

In the planning phase, we identified all the as-
pects of the behaviour of English words which
a full account of the lexicon should cover. We
then found words exemplifying all aspects, and pre-
pared a sample of one hundred model entries, where
the hundred words chosen covered all the prin-
cipal phenomena (Atkins and Grundy, 2006). A
detailed style guide and corresponding DTD were
written. We created the New Corpus for Ire-
land (NCI) (Kilgarriff, 2006), and set up a corpus
query system (Lexical Computing’s Sketch Engine;
http://www.sketchengine.co.uk) and dictionary edit-
ing system (IDM’s DPS: http://www.idm.fr) for the
project to use. 50,000 headwords were identified
and each was classified into one of eighteen cate-
gories according to type and complexity. This sup-
ported detailed planning of lexicographers’ work-
loads and hence, scheduling, as well as adding to the
richness of the data. Template entries (Atkins and
Rundell, 2008, pp123-128) were developed for 68
lexical sets and for words belonging to these sets, the
template was automatically inserted into the draft
dictionary, saving lexicographer time and encourag-
ing consistency.

We identified forty syntactic patterns for verbs,
eighteen for nouns and eighteen for adjectives. Lexi-
cographers were required to note all the patterns that
applied for each word sense.

The lexicographers were all known to the man-
agement team beforehand for their high-quality

public of Ireland and the UK. FnaG is an institution of the two
countries.

2Lexicography MasterClass had also previously undertaken
the planning of the project.

work. They were trained in the dictionary style
at two workshops, and their work was thoroughly
checked throughout the project, with failings re-
ported back and progress monitored.

A typical short entry ishoneymoon(shown here
in full but for truncated examples). Note the level
of detail including senses, subsenses, grammatical
structures and collocations. All points are exem-
plified by one or usually more corpus example sen-
tences. (The style guide, available online, states the
conditions for giving one, two or three examples for
a phenomenon.)

honeymoon
• n holiday after wedding

Following the wedding day, Jane and . . .
Upon your return fromhoneymoon . . .
Lee and Zoe left for ahoneymoon in . . .
SUPPORT VERBspend

They now live in Cumbernauld after spending . . .
Theirhoneymoon was spent at Sandals . . .

SUPPORT VERBhave
I hope that you have an absolutely fantastic . . .
The reception was held at the local pub and . . .

SUPPORT PREPon
I have a ring on my left hand which Martha . . .
The groom whisked the bride off onhoneymoon . . .
This particular portrait was a festive affair, . . .

STRUCTURE N premod
destination hotel suite holiday night couple
Classichoneymoon destinations like the . . .
We can help and recommend all types of . . .
We were staying in thehoneymoon suite . . .
A magicalhoneymoon holiday in the beautiful . . .
Our honeymoon packages offer a wide range of . . .
It is the favourite of our manyhoneymoon couples.

• v spend one’s honeymoon
STRUCTURE Particle (locative)

They’ll behoneymooning in Paris (ooh, la la).
Mr and Mrs Maunder willhoneymoon in . . .
The couple spent the early part of their . . .
A Dave Lister from five years in the future is . . .

• n period of grace
VARIANT FORM honeymoon period

Since his May 1997 landslide election, Blair has . . .
The UN and Europe were pan national organisations

CHUNK the honeymoon is over
VARIANT the honey moon period is over
The shortest post-electionhoneymoon is over.
Could thehoneymoon period be over that quickly?
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4 Corpus strategy and innovation

The project team combined expertise in corpora,
computational linguistics and lexicography, and
from the outset the project was to be solidly corpus-
based. In the planning phase we had built the NCI:
by the time the compilation phase started, in 2007, it
was evident not only that the NCI would no longer
capture current English, but also that the field had
moved on and at 250m words, it was too small.
We appended the Irish English data from the NCI
to the much larger and newer UKWaC (Ferraresi et
al., 2008) and added some contemporary American
newspaper text to create the project corpus, which
was then pos-tagged with TreeTagger3 and loaded
into the Sketch Engine.

The distinctive feature of the Sketch Engine is
‘word sketches’: one-page, corpus-driven sum-
maries of a word’s grammatical and collocational
behaviour. The corpus is parsed and a table of col-
locations is given for each grammatical relation. For
DANTE, the set of grammatical relations was de-
fined to give an exact match to the grammatical pat-
terns that the lexicographers were to record. The
same names were used. The word sketch for the
word would, in so far as the POS-tagging, parsing,
and statistics worked correctly, identify precisely the
grammatical patterns and collocations that the lexi-
cographer needed to note in the dictionary.

As is evident, a very large number of corpus sen-
tences needed taking from the corpus into the dic-
tionary. This was streamlined with two processes:
GDEX, for sorting the examples so that the ‘best’
(according to a set of heuristics) are shown to the
lexicographer first (Kilgarriff et al., 2008), and ‘one-
click-copying’ of sentences onto the clipboard (in-
cluding highlighting the nodeword). (In contrast to
a finished dictionary, examples were not edited.)

5 XML-based dictionary preparation

The document type definition uses seventy-two el-
ements. It is as restrictive as possible, given that
accuracy and then clarity take priority. Lexicogra-
phers were not permitted to submit work which did
not validate. Wherever there was a fixed range of
possible values for an information field, the list was

3http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/

included in the DTD as possible values for an at-
tribute and the lexicographer used menu-selection
rather than text-entry.

The database was also used for checking potential
problems in a number of ways. For example, there
are some word senses where examples are not re-
quired, but it is unusual for both senses of a two-or-
more-sense word not to need examples, so we rou-
tinely used XML searching to check lexicographers’
work for any such cases and scrutinised them prior
to approval.

6 None of the usual constraints

Most dictionary projects are managed by publishers
who are focused on the final (usually print) product,
so constraints such as fitting in limited page-space,
or using simplified codes to help naive users, or re-
sponding to the marketing department, or tailoring
the analysis according to the specialist interests of
some likely users, or features of the target language
(for a bilingual dictionary) usually play a large role
in the instructions given to lexicographers. In this
project, with the separation of the project team from
the publisher, we were unusually free of such com-
promising factors.

7 Leadership

Many lexicographic projects take years or decades
longer than scheduled, and suffer changes of intel-
lectual leadership, or are buffeted by political and
economic constraints, all of which produce grave in-
consistencies of style, scale and quality between dif-
ferent sections of the data. A consistent lexicon is
impossible without consistent and rigorous manage-
ment. The credentials of the managers are an indi-
cator of the likely quality of the data.

Sue Atkins, the project manager, has been
the driving force behind the Collins-Robert En-
glish/French Dictionaries (first two editions), the
COBUILD project (with John Sinclair), The Euro-
pean Association for Lexicography (with Reinhart
Hartmann), the British National Corpus, the Ox-
ford Hachette English/French dictionaries (assisted
by Valerie Grundy, DANTE Chief Editor) and with
Charles Fillmore, FrameNet. She has co-published
the Oxford Guide to Practical Lexicography with
Michael Rundell, another of the project management
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team, who has been Managing Editor of a large num-
ber of dictionaries at Longman and Macmillan.

8 Licencing

In the late 1980s it seemed likely that Longman Dic-
tionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) would
have a great impact on NLP. But its star rose, but
then promptly fell. As a Longman employee with
the task of developing LDOCE use within NLP, the
first author investigated the reasons long and hard.

The problem was that NLP groups could not
do anything with their LDOCE-based work. They
could describe the work in papers, but the work it-
self was embedded in enhanced versions of LDOCE,
or LDOCE-derived resources, and the licence that
allowed them to use LDOCE did not alow them to
publish or licence or give away any such resource.
So LDOCE research, for academics, was a dead end.

A high-quality dictionary represents an invest-
ment of millions so one cannot expect its owners to
give it away. The challenge then is to arrive at a
model for a dictionary’s use in which its exploration
and enhancement is encouraged, and is not a dead
end, and also in which the owner’s interest in a re-
turn on investment is respected.

DANTE will be made available in a way designed
to meet these goals. It will be licenced for NLP re-
search for no fee. The licence will not allow the
licencee to pass on the resource, but will include an
undertaking from the owner to pass on the licencee’s
enhanced version to other groups on the same terms
(provided it passes quality tests). The owner, or its
agent, will also, where possible, integrate and cross-
validate enhancements from different users. The
owner will retain the right to licence the enhanced
data, for a fee, for commercial use. The model is
presented fully in (Kilgarriff, 1998).

9 DANTE Disambiguation

‘DANTE disambiguation’ is a program currently in
preparation which takes arbitrary text and, for each
content word in the text, identifies the DANTE pat-
terns it matches and thereby assigns it to one of the
word’s senses in the DANTE database. It is designed
to demonstrate the potential that DANTE has for
NLP, and to undertake in a systematic way a piece
of work that many DANTE users would otherwise

need to do themselves: converting as many DANTE
data fields as possible into methods which either do
or do not match a particular instance of the word.
The program will be freely available alongside the
database.
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Abstract

This demo abstract presents an interactive tool
for supporting error analysis for text mining,
which is situated within the Summarization
Integrated Development Environment (SIDE).
This freely downloadable tool was designed
based on repeated experience teaching text
mining over a number of years, and has been
successfully tested in that context as a tool for
students to use in conjunction with machine
learning projects.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, more and more work in the
language technologies community has shifted from
work on formal, rule-based methods to work involv-
ing some form of text categorization or text mining
technology. At the same time, use of this technology
has expanded; where it was once accessible only to
those within studying core language technologies,
it is now almost ubiquitous. Papers involving text
mining can currently be found even in core social
science and humanities conferences.

The authors of this demonstration are involved
in regular teaching of an applied machine learning
course, which attracts students from virtually every
field, including a variety of computer science related
fields, the humanities and social sciences, and the
arts. In five years of teaching this course, what has
emerged is the finding that the hardest skill to impart
to students is the ability to do a good error analysis.
In response to this issue, the interactive error analy-
sis tool presented here was designed, developed, and
successfully tested with students.

In the remainder of this demo abstract, we offer an
overview of the development environment that pro-
vides the context for this work. We then describe
on a conceptual level the error analysis process that
the tool seeks to support. Next, we step through the
process of conducting an error analysis with the in-
terface. We conclude with some directions for our
continued work, based on observation of students’
use of this interface.

2 Overview of SIDE

The interactive error analysis interface is situated
within an integrated development environment for
building summarization systems. Note that the
SIDE (Kang et al., 2008) software and comprehen-
sive user’s manual are freely available for down-
load1. We will first discuss the design of SIDE from
a theoretical standpoint, and then explore the details
of practical implementation.

2.1 Design Goals

SIDE was designed with the idea that documents,
whether they are logs of chat discussions, sets of
posts to a discussion board, or notes taken in a
course, can be considered relatively unstructured.
Nevertheless, when one thinks about their interpre-
tation of a document, or how they would use the in-
formation found within a document, then a structure
emerges. For example, an argument written in a pa-
per often begins with a thesis statement, followed by
supporting points, and finally a conclusion. A reader

1SIDE and its documentation are downloadable from
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜cprose/SIDE.html
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can identify with this structure even if there is noth-
ing in the layout of the text that indicates that certain
sentences within the argument have a different sta-
tus from the others. Subtle cues in the language can
be used to identify those distinct roles that sentences
might play.

Conceptually, then, the use of SIDE proceeds in
two main parts. The first part is to construct filters
that can impose that structure on the texts to be sum-
marized, to identify the role a sentence is playing
in a document; and the second part is constructing
specifications of summaries that refer to that struc-
ture, such as subsets of extracted text or data visu-
alizations. This demo is primarily concerned with
supporting error analysis for text mining. Thus, the
first of these two stages will be the primary focus.

This approach to summarization was inspired by
the process described in (Teufel and Moens, 2002).
That work focused on the summarization of scien-
tific articles to describe a new work in a way which
rhetorically situates that work’s contribution within
the context of related prior work. This is done by
first overlaying structure onto the documents to be
summarized, categorizing the sentences they contain
into one of a number of rhetorical functions. Once
this structure is imposed, using the information it
provides was shown to increase the quality of gener-
ated summaries.

2.2 Building Text Mining Models with SIDE
This demo assumes the user has already interacted
with the SIDE text mining interface for model build-
ing, including feature extraction and machine learn-
ing, to set up a model. Defining this in SIDE terms,
to train the system and create a model, the user first
has to define a filter. Filters are trained using ma-
chine learning technology. Two customization op-
tions are available to analysts in this process.

The first and possibly most important is the set of
customization options that affect the design of the
attribute space. The standard attribute space is set
up with one attribute per unique feature - the value
corresponds to the number of times that feature oc-
curs in a text. Options include unigrams, bigrams,
part-of-speech bigrams, stemming, and stopword re-
moval.

The next step is the selection of the machine
learning algorithm that will be used. Dozens of op-

tions are made available through the Weka toolkit
(Witten and Frank, 2005), although some are more
commonly used than others. The three options that
are most recommended to analysts beginning work
with machine learning are Naı̈ve Bayes (a prob-
abilistic model), SMO (Weka’s implementation of
Support Vector Machines), and J48, which is one
of many Weka implementations of a Decision Tree
learner. SMO is considered state-of-the-art for text
classification, so we expect that analysts will fre-
quently find that to be the best choice.

As this error analysis tool is built within SIDE, we
focus on applications to text mining. However, this
tool can also be used on non-text data sets, so long as
they are first preprocessed through SIDE. The details
of our error analysis approach are not specific to any
individual task or machine learning algorithm.

3 High Level View of Error Analysis

In an insightful usage of applied machine learning, a
practitioner will design an approach that takes into
account what is known about the structure of the
data that is being modeled. However, typically, that
knowledge is incomplete, and there is thus a good
chance that the decisions that are made along the
way are suboptimal. When the approach is evalu-
ated, it is possible to determine based on the pro-
portion and types of errors whether the performance
is acceptable for the application or not. If it is not,
then the practitioner should engage in an error analy-
sis process to determine what is malfunctioning and
what could be done to better model the structure in
the data.

In well-known machine learning toolkits such as
Weka, some information is available about what er-
rors are being made. Predictions can be printed out,
to allow a researcher to identify how a document is
being classified. One common format for summariz-
ing these predictions is a confusion matrix, usually
printed in a format like:

a b <-- classified as
67 19 | a = PT
42 70 | b = DR

This lists, for example, that 19 text segments were
classified as type DR but were actually type PT.
While this gives a rough view of what errors are
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Figure 1: The error analysis interface with key function-
ality locations highlighted.

appearing, it gives no indication of why the errors
are being made. This is where a more extensive er-
ror analysis is necessary. Two common ways to ap-
proach this question are top down, which starts with
a learned model, and bottom up, which starts with
the confusion matrix from that model’s performance
estimate. In the first case, the model is examined
to find the attributes that are treated as most impor-
tant. These are the attributes that have the great-
est influence on the predictions made by the learned
model, and thus these attributes provide a good start-
ing point. In the second case, the bottom-up case,
one first examines the confusion matrix to identify
large off-diagonal cells, which represent common
confusions. The error analysis for any error cell is
then the process of determining relations between

three sets of text segments2 related to that cell.
Within the “classified as DR but actually PT” cell,

for instance, error analysis would require finding
what makes these examples most different from ex-
amples correctly classified as PT, and what makes
these examples most similar to those correctly clas-
sified as DR. This can be done by identifying at-
tributes that mostly strongly differentiate the first
two sets, and attributes most similar between the first
and third sets. An ideal approach would combine
these two directions.

4 Error Analysis Process

Visitors to this demo will have the opportunity to ex-
periment with the error analysis interface. It will be
set up with multiple data sets and previously trained
text mining models. These models can first be exam-
ined from the model building window, which con-
tains information such as:

• Global feature collection, listing all features
that were included in the trained model.

• Cross-validation statistics, including variance
and kappa statistics, the confusion matrix and
other general information.

• Weights or other appropriate information for
the text mining model that was trained.

By moving to the error analysis interface, the user
can explore a model more deeply. The first step is
to select a model to examine. By default, all text
segments that were evaluated in cross-validation dis-
play in a scrolling list in the bottom right corner of
the window. Each row contains the text within a seg-
ment, and the associated feature vector. Users will
first be asked to examine this data to understand the
magnitude of the error analysis challenge.

Clicking on a cell in the confusion matrix (at the
top of the screen) will fill the scrolling list at the bot-
tom left corner of the screen with the classified seg-
ments that fall in that cell. A comparison chooser
dropdown menu gives three analysis options - full,
horizontal, and vertical. By default, full comparison

2Our interface assumes that the input text has been seg-
mented already; depending on the task involved, these segments
may correspond to a sentence, a paragraph, or even an entire
document.
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is selected, and shows all text segments used in train-
ing. The two additional modes of comparison allow
some insight into what features are most representa-
tive of the subset of segments in that cell, compared
to the correct predictions aligned with that cell (ei-
ther vertically or horizontally within the confusion
matrix). By switching to horizontal comparison, the
scrolling list on the right changes to display only text
segments that fall in the cell which is along the con-
fusion matrix diagonal and horizontal to the selected
cell. Switching to vertical comparison changes this
list to display segments categorized in the cell which
is along the diagonal and vertically aligned with the
selected error cell.

Once a comparison method is selected, there is
a feature highlighting dropdown menu which is of
use. The contents in this menu are sorted by degree
of difference between the segments in the two lists
at the bottom of the screen. This means, for a hor-
izontal comparison, that features at the top of this
list are the most different between the two cells (this
difference is displayed in the menu). We compute
this difference by the difference in expected (aver-
age) value for that feature between the two sets. In a
vertical comparison, features are ranked by similar-
ity, instead of difference. Once a feature is selected
from this menu, two significant changes are made.
The first is that a second confusion matrix appears,
giving the confusion matrix values (mean and stan-
dard deviation) for the highlighted feature. The sec-
ond is that the two segment lists are sorted according
to the feature being highlighted.

User interface design elements were important in
this design process. One option available to users is
the ability to “hide empty features,” which removes
features which did not occur at all in one or both of
the sets being studied. This allows the user to fo-
cus on features which are most likely to be causing
a significant change in a classifier’s performance. It
is also clear that the number of different subsets of
classified segments can become very confusing, es-
pecially when comparing various types of error in
one session. To combat this, the labels on the lists
and menus will change to reflect some of this infor-
mation. For instance, the left-hand panel gives the
predicted and actual labels of the segments you have
highlighted, while the right-hand panel is labelled
with the name of the category of correct prediction

you are comparing against. The feature highlighting
dropdown menu also changes to reflect similar in-
formation about the type of comparison being made.

5 Future Directions

This error analysis tool has been used in the text
mining unit for an Applied Machine Learning course
with approximately 30 students. In contrast to pre-
vious semesters where the tool was not available
to support error analysis, the instructor noticed that
many more students were able to begin surpassing
shallow observations, instead forming hypotheses
about where the weaknesses in a model are, and
what might be done to improve performance.

Based on our observations, however, the error
analysis support could still be improved by directing
users towards features that not only point to differ-
ences and similarities between different subsets of
instances, but also to more information about how
features are being used in the trained model. This
can be implemented either in algorithm-specific
ways (such as displaying the weight of features in
an SVM model) or in more generalizable formats,
for instance, through information gain. Investigating
how to score these general aspects, and presenting
this information in an intuitive way, are directions
for our continued development of this tool.
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Abstract 

In this demonstration we will present technol-

ogies that enable learners to engage in spoken 

conversations in foreign languages, integrat-

ing intelligent tutoring and serious game ca-

pabilities into a package that helps learners 

quickly acquire communication skills.  Con-

versational AI technologies based on the 

SAIBA framework for dialog modeling are 

realized in this 3-D game environment.  Par-

ticipants will be introduced to tools for author-

ing dialogs in this framework, and will have 

an opportunity to experience learning with 

Alelo products, including the Operational 

Language and Culture Training System 

(OLCTS). 

1 Introduction 

Alelo's language and culture education environ-

ments, including The Tactical Language and Cul-

ture Training System (TLCTS) and the Operational 

Language and Culture Training System (OLCTS), 

are AI-enhanced learning platforms that help 

learners quickly acquire communication skills in 

foreign languages and cultures.  They have been 

developed by Alelo, Inc. based on a prototype de-

veloped at the University of Southern California 

(USC).   

These environments utilize an integrated combi-

nation of intelligent tutoring system and serious 

game technologies.  Trainees work through a series 

of interactive lessons and exercises, called the Skill 

Builder, focusing on mission-oriented communica-

tion skills.  The lessons make extensive use of au-

tomated speech recognition focused on learner 

language, and provide learners with feedback on 

their performance.  Cultural notes describing cus-

toms and nonverbal gestures are integrated into the 

Skill Builder lessons.  Trainees apply their skills in 

an interactive Arcade Game, where they use spo-

ken commands in the target language to navigate a 

town grid, and in a Mission Game, where they par-

ticipate in real-time dialog with simulated local 

people in order to accomplish their mission. 

2 Systems that Impact Learners  

Five TLCTS/OLCTS training courses have been 

developed so far: Tactical Iraqi
TM

, focusing on Ira-

qi Arabic, Tactical Pashto
TM

 and Tactical Dari
TM

 

focusing on the predominant dialects spoken in 

Afghanistan, Tactical French
TM

 for Sahel Africa, 

and Operational Indonesian
TM

.  TLCTS courses are 

complete training courses, providing all of the 

training materials needed to conduct basic training 

in foreign language and culture.  For example, Tac-

tical Iraqi
TM

 includes eighteen Mission Game 

scenes, ten Arcade Game levels, and sixty-three 

Skill Builder scenes comprising over 2000 lesson 

pages.  Additional scenes and lessons are under 

development.   

While the platform imposes no limit on content 

size, the material developed so far or these systems 

typically covers 80-120 hours of training.  In-game  

reference materials, including glossaries, summa-

ries of lesson content, and grammar notes, are 
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available both as part of the training package and 

as is a support Web site.  Manuals, comprising tu-

torials and training guidelines, help with initial 

orientation, training management, and trouble-

shooting.  The OLCTS versions of these courses 

include supplementary exercises delivered on 

handheld devices and on the web, giving trainees a 

range of platforms for "train-anywhere" access. 

TLCTS rapidly transitioned into widespread use.  

Computer labs for training with TLCTS courses 

have been established in numerous locations in the 

USA and around the world.  An estimated twenty-

five thousand US military users have trained with 

the system, and consistently rate it highly.  It has 

also been made available to service members in 

allied military forces. 

Although the Tactical Language and Culture 

concept was originally developed under military 

funding, the approach can be applied quite general-

ly to language and culture learning.  The key is that 

the courses are task-oriented: the learner has a task 

to carry out, the Skill Builder helps the learner to 

acquire the skills necessary to carry out the task, 

and the Mission Game gives the learner an oppor-

tunity to practice the task in compelling simulated 

settings. 
 

 

3 Conversational Agent Technologies 

Simulated dialogs are executed by the virtual hu-

man architecture described in (Johnson & Valente, 

2008).  The architecture adopts a variant of the 

SAIBA framework (Vilhjalmsson & Marsella, 

2005), which separates intent planning (the choice 

of what to communicate) from production of be-

lievable behavior (how to realize the communica-

tion).  An overview of the social simulation 

process is given in Figure 1.   

3.1 Rule-Driven Behavior 

Virtual human behavior is generated by a series of 

components that include explicit models of speech 

and language (for natural language understanding 

and generation) as well as behavior-mapping rules 

that implicitly reflect the subject-matter expertise 

of the rule authors.  These rules generally occur at 

the level of communicative acts (Traum & Hin-

kelman, 1992).  A simple example of such a rule, 

expressed in natural language, is shown below: 
 

IF the learner says that your home is beautiful,  

THEN reply that it is quite plain 
(1) 

Utterance
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Speech
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Interpretation
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Figure 1.  Dialog simulation architecture in Alelo language and culture training systems 
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3.2 Collaborative Authoring 

Rules like (1) are created by a content development 

team with expertise in linguistics and cultural anth-

ropology.  This work is supported by a set of web-

based collaborative authoring tools, called Kona 

and TIDE.  Kona is used to create lesson content 

for the Skill Builder, while TIDE is a graphical 

editor used to encode dialog rules as transitions in 

a Finite State Machine.   

Kona gives authors access to a database of les-

son content, specified in XML format.  The authors 

can selectively lock and edit lessons in the data-

base, and view and edit different fields in the spe-

cification of each page in the lesson.  The author 

can edit the written descriptions of the image on 

the page, the cultural notes, and the enabling learn-

ing objectives (ELOs) covered in the page.  In oth-

er views, authors can link in images and sound 

recordings, and make notes and comments for oth-

er authors to review.  The lesson specifications are 

then automatically translated into the internal data 

format used in OLCTS, so that authors can review 

the lessons as they appear in the training applica-

tion.  

4 The Demonstration 

The demonstration will give participants an oppor-

tunity to use OLCTS, and other Alelo interactive 

language and culture training products, and learn 

about their supporting authoring tools.  It is in-

tended for people who are interested in gaining an 

in-depth understanding of AIED (artificial intelli-

gence in education) technology for serious games, 

and the development tools used to create them.  

The demo will be conducted by a presenter, who 

will give live demonstrations of the software, and 

an assistant presenter who will coach the partici-

pants in the use of the game and supporting author-

ing tools. 

 

4.1 Overview 

First, the participants will get a hands-on intro-

duction to one of the Operational Language and 

Culture courses.  Under supervision of a presenter, 

 
Figure 2.  Screen shot of a Mission Game dialog in Operational Dari

TM
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the participants will learn to say a few phrases in 

the Skill Builder and use the phrases that they have 

learned in the Mission Game.  This portion can be 

tailored on the fly to the interests of participants, 

and can take from 5 to 30 minutes to complete. 

Depending on time and interest, participants 

may also have an opportunity to work with an 

OLCTS course in more depth.  They can be called 

upon to learn some basic communication skills in 

Dari and apply them in the Mission Game.  This 

will give participants a firsthand understanding of 

how each component of OLCTS supports learning, 

how the components support each other, and how 

artificial intelligence technology is applied in the 

learning experience.   

Finally, the presenter will demo some of the au-

thoring tools used to create OLCTS content.  The 

participants will propose modifications or exten-

sions to an existing OLCTS course.  The presenter 

will use the authoring tools in real time to make the 

modifications, following the recommendations of 

the participants. 

4.2 Example: Engaging in a Dialog in Opera-

tional Dari
TM

 

For a video summary of the demonstration, please 

visit http://www.alelo.com/movie_tlt-6min.html. 

The user experience in the Mission Game is one 

engaging component of this demonstration.  An 

example script for a Mission Game interaction in 

Alelo's Operational Dari
TM

 course is given in the 

following sections. 

A sample of a Mission Game screen is shown in 

Figure 2.  The player controls the figure in the cen-

ter-left.  At this point in the demonstration, the 

player has received a briefing that describes a 

communication task that he or she should accom-

plish in this exercise.  To complete the task, the 

player must engage the virtual human, or non-

player character (NPC) shown on the right.   

Organizing rebuilding operations is one example 

of such a task.  The NPC is a host-national charac-

ter in Afghanistan.  The player should check on the 

status of their shared plan for rebuilding and give 

constructive feedback.  This type of communica-

tion task can require finesse and delicacy on the 

part of the player in order to be culturally appro-

priate.  It draws on the learner's understanding and 

skill with face-saving, a prominent feature of many 

cultures worldwide. 

The learner must initiate the conversation by 

speaking into a headset-mounted microphone.  He 

or she clicks on the microphone icon, shown in 

Figure 3, speaks, then clicks on the icon again to 

indicate the end of the turn. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.  Push the microphone button to speak during a 

dialog, push again to stop. 

 

Recognized player speech is posted to a dialog his-

tory window that appears near the top of the virtual 

scene, as shown in Figure 1.  The NPC responds 

using spoken output, creating a realistic and engag-

ing practice environment.  During the dialog, the 

player may view hints that display key phrases in 

Dari.  Once the player has discussed all of the host 

national's training mistakes, the dialog ends in suc-

cess. 
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Abstract

Dialogue systems typically follow a rigid pace
of interaction where the system waits until the
user has finished speaking before producing
a response. Interpreting user utterances be-
fore they are completed allows a system to
display more sophisticated conversational be-
havior, such as rapid turn-taking and appropri-
ate use of backchannels and interruptions. We
demonstrate a natural language understanding
approach for partial utterances, and its use in a
virtual human dialogue system that can often
complete a user’s utterances in real time.

1 Introduction

In a typical spoken dialogue system pipeline, the
results of automatic speech recognition (ASR) for
each user utterance are sent to modules that per-
form natural language understanding (NLU) and di-
alogue management only after the utterance is com-
plete. This results in a rigid and often unnatural pac-
ing where the system must wait until the user stops
speaking before trying to understand and react to
user input. To achieve more flexible turn-taking with
human users, for whom turn-taking and feedback at
the sub-utterance level is natural, the system needs
the ability to start interpretation of user utterances
before they are completed.

We demonstrate an implementation of techniques
we have developed for partial utterance understand-
ing in virtual human dialogue systems (Sagae et al.,
2009; DeVault et al., 2009) with the goal of equip-
ping these systems with sophisticated conversational

behavior, such as interruptions and non-verbal feed-
back. Our demonstration highlights the understand-
ing of utterances before they are finished. It also
includes an utterance completion capability, where a
virtual human can make a strategic decision to dis-
play its understanding of an unfinished user utter-
ance by completing the utterance itself.

The work we demonstrate here is part of a grow-
ing research area in which new technical approaches
to incremental utterance processing are being de-
veloped (e.g. Schuler et al. (2009), Kruijff et al.
(2007)), new possible metrics for evaluating the per-
formance of incremental processing are being pro-
posed (e.g. Schlangen et al. (2009)), and the ad-
vantages for dialogue system performance and us-
ability are starting to be empirically quantified (e.g.
Skantze and Schlangen (2009), Aist et al. (2007)).

2 NLU for partial utterances

In previous work (Sagae et al., 2009), we presented
an approach for prediction of semantic content from
partial speech recognition hypotheses, looking at
length of the speech hypothesis as a general indi-
cator of semantic accuracy in understanding. In
subsequent work (DeVault et al., 2009), we incor-
porated additional features of real-time incremen-
tal interpretation to develop a more nuanced predic-
tion model that can accurately identify moments of
maximal understanding within individual spoken ut-
terances. This research was conducted in the con-
text of the SASO-EN virtual human dialogue sys-
tem (Traum et al., 2008), using a corpus of approxi-
mately 4,500 utterances from user sessions. The cor-
pus includes a recording of each original utterance, a
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mood : declarative

sem :


type : event
agent : captain− kirk
event : deliver
theme : power − generator
modal :

[
possibility : can

]
speech− act :

[
type : offer

]




Figure 1: AVM utterance representation.

manual transcription, and a gold-standard semantic
frame, allowing us to develop and evaluate a data-
driven NLU approach.

2.1 NLU in SASO-EN Virtual Humans
Our NLU module for the SASO-EN system,
mxNLU (Sagae et al., 2009), is based on maxi-
mum entropy classification (Berger et al., 1996) ,
where we treat entire individual semantic frames as
classes, and extract input features from ASR. The
NLU output representation is an attribute-value ma-
trix (AVM), where the attributes and values repre-
sent semantic information that is linked to a domain-
specific ontology and task model (Figure 1). The
AVMs are linearized, using a path-value notation, as
seen in the NLU input-output example below:

• Utterance (speech): we are prepared to give
you guys generators for electricity downtown

• ASR (NLU input): we up apparently give you
guys generators for a letter city don town

• Frame (NLU output):
<s>.mood declarative
<s>.sem.type event
<s>.sem.agent captain-kirk
<s>.sem.event deliver
<s>.sem.theme power-generator
<s>.sem.modal.possibility can
<s>.sem.speechact.type offer

When mxNLU is trained on complete ASR out-
put for approximately 3,500 utterances, and tested
on a separate set of 350 complete ASR utterances,
the F-score of attribute-value pairs produced by the
NLU is 0.76 (0.78 precision and 0.74 recall). These
figures reflect the use of ASR at run-time, and most
errors are caused by incorrect speech recognition.

2.2 NLU with partial ASR results (Sagae et al.,
2009)

To interpret utterances before they are complete,
we use partial recognition hypotheses produced by
ASR every 200 milliseconds while the user is speak-
ing. To process these partial utterances produced by
ASR, we train length-specific models for mxNLU.
These models are trained using the partial ASR re-
sults we obtain by running ASR on the audio corre-
sponding to the utterances in the training data. The
NLU task is then to predict the meaning of the en-
tire utterance based only on a (noisy) prefix of the
utterance. On average, the accuracy of mxNLU on a
six-word prefix of an utterance (0.74 F-score) is al-
most as the same as the accuracy of mxNLU on en-
tire utterances. Approximately half of the utterances
in our corpus contain more than six words, creating
interesting opportunities for conversational behavior
that would be impossible under a model where each
utterance must be completed before it is interpreted.

2.3 Detecting points of maximal
understanding (DeVault et al., 2009)

Although length-specific NLU models produce ac-
curate results on average, more effective use of the
interpretation provided by these models might be
achieved if we could automatically gauge their per-
formance on individual utterances at run-time. To
that end, we have developed an approach (DeVault et
al., 2009) that aims to detect those strategic points in
time, as specific utterances are occurring, when the
system reaches maximal understanding of the utter-
ance, in the sense that its interpretation will not sig-
nificantly improve during the rest of the utterance.

Figure 2 illustrates the incremental output of
mxNLU as a user asks, elder do you agree to move
the clinic downtown? Our ASR processes captured
audio in 200ms chunks. The figure shows the par-
tial ASR results after the ASR has processed each
200ms of audio, along with the F-score achieved by
mxNLU on each of these partials. Note that the NLU
F-score fluctuates somewhat as the ASR revises its
incremental hypotheses about the user utterance, but
generally increases over time.

For the purpose of initiating an overlapping re-
sponse to a user utterance such as this one, the agent
needs to be able (in the right circumstances) to make
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Figure 2: Incremental interpretation of a user utterance.

an assessment that it has already understood the ut-
terance “well enough”, based on the partial ASR re-
sults that are currently available. We have imple-
mented a specific approach to this assessment which
views an utterance as understood “well enough” if
the agent would not understand the utterance any
better than it currently does even if it were to wait
for the user to finish their utterance (and for the ASR
to finish interpreting the complete utterance).

Concretely, Figure 2 shows that after the entire
2800ms utterance has been processed by the ASR,
mxNLU achieves an F-score of 0.91. However, in
fact, mxNLU already achieves this maximal F-score
at the moment it interprets the partial ASR result el-
der do you agree to move the at 1800ms. The agent
therefore could, in principle, initiate an overlapping
response at 1800ms without sacrificing any accuracy

in its understanding of the user’s utterance.
Of course the agent does not automatically realize

that it has achieved a maximal F-score at 1800ms.
To enable the agent to make this assessment, we
have trained a classifier, which we call MAXF, that
can be invoked for any specific partial ASR result,
and which uses various features of the ASR result
and the current mxNLU output to estimate whether
the NLU F-score for the current partial ASR result
is at least as high as the mxNLU F-score would be if
the agent were to wait for the entire utterance.

To facilitate training of a MAXF classifier, we
identified a range of potentially useful features that
the agent could use at run-time to assess its confi-
dence in mxNLU’s output for a given partial ASR
result. These features include: the number of par-
tial results that have been received from the ASR;
the length (in words) of the current partial ASR
result; the entropy in the probability distribution
mxNLU assigns to alternative output frames (lower
entropy corresponds to a more focused distribution);
the probability mxNLU assigns to the most probable
output frame; and the most probable output frame.

Based on these features, we trained a decision tree
to make the binary prediction that MAXF is TRUE
or FALSE for each partial ASR result. DeVault et al.
(2009) include a detailed evaluation and discussion
of the classifier. To briefly summarize our results,
the precision/recall/F-score of the trained MAXF
model are 0.88/0.52/0.65 respectively. The high pre-
cision means that 88% of the time that the model
predicts that F-score is maximized at a specific par-
tial, it really is. Our demonstration, which we out-
line in the next section, highlights the utility of a
high-precision MAXF classifier in making the deci-
sion whether to complete a user’s utterance.

3 Demo script outline

We have implemented the approach for partial utter-
ance understanding described above in the SASO-
EN system (Traum et al., 2008), a virtual human
dialogue system with speech input and output (Fig-
ure 3), allowing us to demonstrate both partial utter-
ance understanding and some of the specific behav-
iors made possible by this capability. We divide this
demonstration in two parts: visualization of NLU
for partial utterances and user utterance completion.
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Figure 3: SASO-EN: Dr. Perez and Elder al-Hassan.

Partial ASR result Predicted completion
we can provide transportation to move the patient there

the market is not safe
there are supplies where we are going

Table 1: Examples of user utterance completions.

3.1 Visualization of NLU for partial utterances
Because the demonstration depends on usage of the
system within the domain for which it was designed,
the demo operator provides a brief description of the
system, task and domain. The demo operator (or
a volunteer user) then speaks normally to the sys-
tem, while a separate window visualizes the sys-
tem’s evolving understanding. This display is up-
dated every 200 milliseconds, allowing attendees to
see partial utterance understanding in action. For
ease of comprehension, the display will summarize
the NLU state using an English paraphrase of the
predicted meaning (rather than displaying the struc-
tured frame that is the actual output of NLU). The
display will also visualize the TRUE or FALSE state
of the MAXF classifier, highlighting the moment the
system thinks it reaches maximal understanding.

3.2 User utterance completion
The demo operator (or volunteer user) starts to speak
and pauses briefly in mid-utterance, at which point,
if possible, one of the virtual humans jumps in and
completes the utterance (DeVault et al., 2009). Ta-
ble 1 includes a few examples of the many utterances
that can be completed by the virtual humans.

4 Conclusion

Interpretation of partial utterances, combined with
a way to predict points of maximal understanding,
opens exciting possibilities for more natural conver-
sational behavior in virtual humans. This demon-
stration showcases the NLU approach and a sample
application of the basic techniques.
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Abstract

This paper introduces a Web-based demon-
stration of an interactive-predictive framework
for syntactic tree annotation, where the user is
tightly integrated into the interactive parsing
system. In contrast with the traditional post-
editing approach, both the user and the sys-
tem cooperate to generate error-free annotated
trees. User feedback is provided by means of
natural mouse gestures and keyboard strokes.

1 Introduction

There is a whole family of problems within the pars-
ing world where error-free results, in the form of
perfectly annotated trees, are needed. Constructing
error-free trees is a necessity in many tasks, such
as handwritten mathematical expression recognition
(Yamamoto et al., 2006), or new gold standard tree-
bank creation (de la Clergerie et al., 2008). It is
a fact that current state-of-the-art syntactic parsers
provide trees that, although of excellent quality, still
contain errors. Because of this, the figure of a human
corrector who supervises the annotation process is
unavoidable in this kind of problems.

When using automatic parsers as a baseline for
building perfect syntactic trees, the role of the hu-
man annotator is to post-edit the trees and correct the
errors. This manner of operating results in the typ-
ical two-step process for error correcting, in which
the system first generates the whole output and then

∗Work partially supported by the Spanish MICINN under
the MIPRCV “Consolider Ingenio 2010” (CSD2007-00018),
MITTRAL (TIN2009-14633-C03-01), Prometeo (PROME-
TEO/2009/014) research projects, and the FPU fellowship
AP2006-01363. The authors wish to thank Vicent Alabau for
his invaluable help with the CAT-API library.

the user verifies or amends it. This paradigm is
rather inefficient and uncomfortable for the human
annotator. For example, in the creation of the Penn
Treebank annotated corpus, a basic two-stage setup
was employed: a rudimentary parsing system pro-
vided a skeletal syntactic representation, which then
was manually corrected by human annotators (Mar-
cus et al., 1994). Other tree annotating tools within
the two-step paradigm exist, such as the TreeBanker
(Carter, 1997) or the Tree Editor TrEd1.

With the objective of reducing the user effort and
making this laborious task easier, we devised an In-
teractive Predictive framework. Our aim is to put
the user into the loop, embedding him as a part of
the automatic parser, and allowing him to interact in
real time within the system. In this manner, the sys-
tem can use the readily available user feedback to
make predictions about the parts that have not been
validated by the corrector.

In this paper, we present a Web-based demo,
which implements the Interactive Predictive Parsing
(IPP) framework presented in (Sánchez-Sáez et al.,
2009). User feedback (provided by means of key-
board and mouse operations) allows the system to
predict new subtrees for unvalidated parts of the an-
notated sentence, which in turn reduces the human
effort and improves annotation efficiency.

As a back-end for our demo, we use a more pol-
ished version of the CAT-API library, the Web-based
Computer Assisted Tool introduced in (Alabau et al.,
2009). This library allows for a clean application de-
sign, in which both the server side (the parsing en-
gine) and the client side (which draws the trees, cap-
tures and interprets the user feedback, and requests

1http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/∼pajas/tred/
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(a) System: output tree 1 (b) User:span modification (c) System: output tree 2

Figure 1: An interaction example on the IPP system.

parsed subtrees to the server) are independent. One
of the features that steam from the CAT-API library
is the ability for several annotators to work concur-
rently on the same problem-set, each in a different
client computer sharing the same parsing server.

Interactive predictive methods have been success-
fully demonstrated to ease the work of transcrip-
tors and translators in fields like Handwriting Text
Recognition (Romero et al., 2009; Toselli et al.,
2008) and Statistical Machine Translation (Ortiz et
al., 2010; Vidal et al., 2006). This new paradigm
enables the collaboration between annotators across
the globe, granting them a physical and geographical
freedom that was inconceivable in the past.

2 Interactive Predictive Parsing

A tree t, associated to a stringx1|x|, is composed
by substructures that are usually referred as con-
stituents. A constituentcA

ij is defined by the non-
terminal symbolA (either asyntactic labelor aPOS
tag) and its spanij (the starting and ending indexes
which delimit the part of the input sentence encom-
passed by the constituent).

Here follows a general formulation for the non-
interactive parsing scenario. Using a grammatical
modelG, the parser analyzes the input sentencex =
{x1, . . . , x|x|} and produces the parse treet̂

t̂ = arg max
t∈T

pG(t|x), (1)

wherepG(t|x) is the probability of parse treet given
the input stringx using modelG, andT is the set of
all possible parse trees forx.

In the interactive predictive scenario, after obtain-
ing the (probably incorrect) best treêt, the user is
able to individually correct any of its constituents

cA
ij . The system reacts to each of the corrections in-

troduced by the human, proposing a newt̂′ that takes
into account the afore-mentioned corrections.

The action of modifying an incorrect constituent
(either setting the correct span or the correct label)
implicitly validates a subtree that is composed by
the partially corrected constituent, all of its ancestor
constituents, and all constituents whose end span is
lower than the start span of the corrected constituent.
We will name this subtree the validated prefix tree
tp. When the user replaces the constituentcA

ij with
the correct onec′Aij , the validated prefix tree is:

tp(c
′A
ij ) = {cB

mn : m ≤ i, n ≥ j,

d(cB
mn) ≤ d(c′Aij )} ∪

{cD
pq : p >= 1 , q < i}

(2)

with d(cB
mn) being the depth of constituentcB

mn.
When a constituent correction is performed, the

prefix treetp(c′Aij ) is fixed and a new treêt′ that takes
into account the prefix is proposed

t̂′ = arg max
t∈T

pG(t|x, tp(c
′A
ij )). (3)

Given that we are working with context-free
grammars, the only subtree that effectively needs to
be recalculated is the one starting from the parent of
the corrected constituent.

3 Demo outline

A preview version of the demonstration can be ac-
cessed athttp://cat.iti.upv.es/ipp/.

The user is presented with the sentences in the se-
lected corpus, and starts parsing them one by one.
They make corrections in the trees both with the key-
board and the computer mouse. The user feedback
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is decoded on the client side which in turn requests
subtrees to the parse engine.

Two kind of operations can be performed over
constituents: span modification (performed either by
dragging a line from the constituent to the word that
corresponds to the span’s upper index, or deleting
a tree branch by clicking on it), and label substitu-
tion (done by typing the correct one on its text field).
Modifying the span of a constituent invalidates its
label, so the server recalculates it as part of the suf-
fix. Modifying the label of a constituent validates its
span.

When the user is about to perform an opera-
tion, the affected constituent and the prefix that will
be validated are highlighted. The target span of
the modified constituent is visually shown as well.
When the user obtains the correctly annotated tree,
they can accept it by by clicking on a new sentence.

As already mentioned, the user is tightly inte-
grated into the interactive parsing process. They fol-
low a predetermined protocol in which they correct
and/or validate the annotated parse trees:

1. The parsing server proposes a full parse treet

for the input sentence. The treet is shown to
the user by the client (Fig. 1a).

2. The user finds the first2 incorrect constituentc
and starts amending it, either by changing its
label or changing its span (Fig. 1b, note how
the label is greyed out as it is discarded with
the span modification). This operation implic-
itly validates the prefix treetp (highlighted in
green).

3. The system decodes the user feedback (i.e.,
mouse gestures or keyboard strokes) which can
either affect the label or the span of the incor-
rect constituentc:

(a) If the span ofc is modified, the label is
not assumed to be correct. A partial con-
stituentc∗, which includesspanbut nola-
bel, is decoded from the user feedback.

(b) If the label ofc is modified, the span is
assumed to be correct. The corrected con-
stituentc′ is decoded from the user feed-
back.

2The tree visiting order is left-to-right depth-first.

This step only deals with analysing the user
feedback, the parsing server will not be con-
tacted until the next step.

4. Either the partially corrected constituentc∗ or
the corrected constituentc′ is then used by the
client to create a newextended consolidated
prefixthat combines the validated prefix and the
user feedback: eithertpc∗ or tpc

′. The client
sends the extended prefix tree to the parsing
server and requests a suitable continuation for
the parse tree, or tree suffixts:

(a) If the extended prefix is partial (tpc
∗), the

first element ofts is the label completing
c∗, followed by the remaining calculated
whole constituents.

(b) If the extended prefix is complete (tpc
′),

the parsing server produces a suitable tree
suffix ts which contains the remaining cal-
culated whole constituents.

5. The client concatenates the suffix returned by
the server to the validated extended prefix, and
shows the whole tree to the client (Fig. 1c).

6. These previous steps are iterated until a final,
perfect parse tree is produced by the server and
validated by the user.

Note that within this protocol, constituents can be
deleted or inserted by adequately modifying the span
of the left-neighbouring constituent.

4 Demo architecture

The proposed system coordinates client-side script-
ing with server-side technologies, by using the CAT-
API library (Alabau et al., 2009).

4.1 Server side

The server side of our system is a parsing en-
gine based on a customized CYK-Viterbi parser,
which uses a Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar in
Chomsky Normal Form obtained from sections 2 to
21 of the UPenn Treebank as a model (see (Sánchez-
Sáez et al., 2009) for details).

The client can request to the parsing server the
best subtree for any given span of the input string.
For each requested subtree, the client can either pro-
vide the starting label or not. If the starting subtree
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label is not provided, the server calculates the most
probable label. The server also performs transparent
tree debinarization/binarization when communicat-
ing with the client.

4.2 Client side

The client side has been designed taking into ac-
count ergonomic issues in order to facilitate the in-
teraction.

The prototype is accessed through a Web browser,
and the only requirement is the Flash plugin (98% of
market penetration) installed in the client machine.
The hardware requirements in the client are very
low on the client side, as the parsing is process per-
formed remotely on the server side: any computer
(including netbooks) capable of running a modern
Web browser is enough.

Each validated user interaction is saved as a log
file on the server side, so a tree’s annotation session
can be later resumed.

4.2.1 Communication protocol

This demo exploits the WWW to enable the con-
nection of simultaneous accesses across the globe.
This architecture also provides cross-platform com-
patibility and requires neither computational power
nor disk space on the client’s machine.

Client and server communicate via asynchronous
HTTP connections, providing thus a richer interac-
tive experience – no page refreshes is required when
parsing a new sentence. Moreover, the Web client
communicates with the IPP engine through binary
TCP sockets. Thus, response times are quite slow – a
desired requirement for the user’s solace. Addition-
ally, cross-domain requests are possible, so the user
could switch between different IPP engines within
the same UI.

5 Evaluation results

We have carried out experiments that simulate user
interaction using section 23 of the Penn Treebank.
The results suggest figures ranging from 42% to
46% of effort saving compared to manually post-
editing the trees without an interactive system. In
other words, for every 100 erroneous constituents
produced by a parsing system, an IPP user would
correct only 58 (the other 42 constituents being au-
tomatically recalculated by the IPP system). Again,

see (Sánchez-Sáez et al., 2009) for the details on ex-
perimentation.

5.1 Conclusions and future work

We have introduced a Web-based interactive-
predictive system that, by using a parse engine in
an integrated manner, aids the user in creating cor-
rectly annotated syntactic trees. Our system greatly
reduces the human effort required for this task com-
pared to using a non-interactive automatic system.

Future work includes improvements to the client
side (e.g., confidence measures as a visual aid, mul-
timodality), as well as exploring other kinds of pars-
ing algorithms for the server side (e.g., adaptative
parsing).
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Abstract 

SIMPLIFICA is an authoring tool for produc-

ing simplified texts in Portuguese. It provides 
functionalities for lexical and syntactic simpli-

fication and for readability assessment. This 

tool is the first of its kind for Portuguese; it 

brings innovative aspects for simplification 

tools in general, since the authoring process is 

guided by readability assessment based on the 

levels of literacy of the Brazilian population. 

1 Introduction 

In order to promote digital inclusion and accessi-

bility for people with low levels of literacy, partic-

ularly access to documents available on the web, it 
is important to provide textual information in a 

simple and easy way. Indeed, the Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
1
 establishes 

a set of guidelines that discuss accessibility issues 

and provide accessibility design solutions. WCAG 

requirements address not only structure and tech-
nological aspects, but also how the content should 

be made available to users. However, Web devel-

opers are not always responsible for content prepa-
ration and authoring in a Website. Moreover, in the 

context of Web 2.0 it becomes extremely difficult 

to develop completely WCAG conformant Web-
sites, since users without any prior knowledge 

about the guidelines directly participate on the con-

tent authoring process of Web applications.  
                                                        
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/ 

In Brazil, since 2001, the INAF index (National 

Indicator of Functional Literacy) has been com-

puted annually to measure the levels of literacy of 
the Brazilian population. The 2009 report pre-

sented a still worrying scenario: 7% of the individ-

uals were classified as illiterate; 21% as literate at 
the rudimentary level; 47% as literate at the basic 

level; and only 25% as literate at the advanced lev-

el (INAF, 2009). These literacy levels are defined 
as: (1) Illiterate: individuals who cannot perform 

simple tasks such as reading words and phrases; 

(2) Rudimentary: individuals who can find expli-
cit information in short and familiar texts (such as 

an advertisement or a short letter); (3) Basic: indi-

viduals who can read and understand texts of aver-
age length, and find information even when it is 

necessary to make some inference; and (4) Ad-

vanced/Fully: individuals who can read longer 
texts, relating their parts, comparing and interpret-

ing information, distinguish fact from opinion, 

make inferences and synthesize. 
We present in this paper the current version of 

an authoring tool named SIMPLIFICA. It helps 

authors to create simple texts targeted at poor lite-
rate readers. It extends the previous version pre-

sented in Candido et al. (2009) with two new mod-
ules: lexical simplification and the assessment of 

the level of complexity of the input texts. The 

study is part of the PorSimples project
2
 (Simplifi-

cation of Portuguese Text for Digital Inclusion and 

Accessibility) (Aluisio et al., 2008).  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 

                                                        
2 http://caravelas.icmc.usp.br/wiki/index.php/Principal 
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we describe SIMPLIFICA and the underlying 

technology for lexical and syntactic simplification, 
and for readability assessment. In Section 3 we 

summarize the interaction steps that we propose to 

show in the demonstration session targeting texts 
for low-literate readers of Portuguese. Section 4 

presents final remarks with emphasis on why de-

monstrating this system is relevant.  

2 SIMPLIFICA authoring tool  

SIMLIFICA is a web-based WYSIWYG editor, 

based on TinyMCE web editor
3
. The user inputs a 

text in the editor and customizes the simplification 

settings, where he/she can choose: (i) strong sim-

plification, where all the complex syntactic phe-
nomena (see details in Section 2.2) are treated for 

each sentence, or customized simplification, where 

the user chooses one or more syntactic simplifica-
tion phenomena to be treated for each sentence, 

and (ii) one or more thesauri to be used in the syn-

tactic and lexical simplification processes. Then 
the user activates the readability assessment mod-

ule to predict the complexity level of a text. This 

module maps the text to one of the three levels of 
literacy defined by INAF: rudimentary, basic or 

advanced. According to the resulting readability 

level the user can trigger the lexical and/or syntac-
tic simplifications modules, revise the automatic 

simplification and restart the cycle by checking the 

readability level of the current version of the text.  
Figure 1 summarizes how the three modules are 

integrated and below we describe in more detail 

the SIMPLIFICA modules. 

 
Figure 1. Steps of the authoring process. 

 

                                                        
3 http://tinymce.moxiecode.com/ 

2.1 Lexical Simplification  

Basically, the first part of the lexical simplification 

process consists of tokenizing the original text and 

marking the words that are considered complex. In 
order to judge a word as complex or not, we use 3 

dictionaries created for the PorSimples project: one 

containing words common to youngsters, a second 
one composed by frequent words extracted from 

news texts for children and nationwide newspa-

pers, and a third one containing concrete words.  
The lexical simplification module also uses the 

Unitex-PB dictionary
4
 for finding the lemma of the 

words in the text, so that it is possible to look for it 
in the simple words dictionaries. The problem of 

looking for a lemma directly in a dictionary is that 

there are ambiguous words and we are not able to 
deal with different word senses. For dealing with 

part-of-speech (POS) ambiguity, we use the 

MXPOST POS tagger
5
 trained over NILC tagset

6
. 

After the text is tagged, the words that are not 

proper nouns, prepositions and numerals are se-

lected, and their POS tags are used to look for their 
lemmas in the dictionaries. As the tagger has not a 

100% precision and some words may not be in the 

dictionary, we look for the lemma only (without 
the tag) when we are not able to find the lemma-

tag combination in the dictionary. Still, if we are 

not able to find the word, the lexical simplification 
module assumes that the word is complex and 

marks it for simplification. 

The last step of the process consists in providing 
simpler synonyms for the marked words. For this 

task, we use the thesauri for Portuguese TeP 2.0
7
 

and the lexical ontology for Portuguese PAPEL
8
. 

This task is carried out when the user clicks on a 

marked word, which triggers a search in the the-

sauri for synonyms that are also present in the 
common words dictionary. If simpler words are 

found, they are listed in order, from the simpler to 
the more complex ones. To determine this order, 

we used Google API to search each word in the 

web: we assume that the higher a word frequency, 
the simpler it is. Automatic word sense disambigu-

ation is left for future work. 

                                                        
4 http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/nilc/projects/unitex-pb/web 
/dicionarios.html 
5 http://sites.google.com/site/adwaitratnaparkhi/home 
6 www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/nilc/TagSet/ManualEtiquetagem.htm  
7 http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/tep2/ 
8 http://www.linguateca.pt/PAPEL/ 
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2.2 Syntactic Simplification 

Syntactic simplification is accomplished by a rule-

based system, which comprises seven operations 

that are applied sentence-by-sentence to a text in 
order to make its syntactic structure simpler.  

Our rule-based text simplification system is 

based on a manual for Brazilian Portuguese syntac-
tic simplification (Specia et al., 2008). According 

to this manual, simplification operations should be 

applied when any of the 22 linguistic phenomena 
covered by our system (see Candido et al. (2009) 

for details) is detected. Our system treats apposi-

tive, relative, coordinate and subordinate clauses, 
which had already been addressed by previous 

work on text simplification (Siddharthan, 2003). 

Additionally, we treat passive voice, sentences in 
an order other than Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), 

and long adverbial phrases. The simplification op-

erations available to treat these phenomena are: 
split sentence, change particular discourse markers 

by simpler ones, change passive to active voice, 

invert the order of clauses, convert to subject-verb-
object ordering, and move long adverbial phrases. 

Each sentence is parsed in order to identify syn-

tactic phenomena for simplification and to segment 
the sentence into portions that will be handled by 

the operations. We use the parser PALAVRAS 

(Bick, 2000) for Portuguese. Gasperin et al. (2010) 
present the evaluation of the performance of our 

syntactic simplification system.  

Since our syntactic simplifications are conserva-
tive, the simplified texts become longer than the 

original ones due to sentence splitting. We ac-

knowledge that low-literacy readers prefer short 
texts, and in the future we aim to provide summa-

rization within SIMPLIFICA (see (Watanabe et al., 

2009)). Here, the shortening of the text is a respon-
sibility of the author. 

2.3 Readability assessment 

With our readability assessment module, we can 
predict the readability level of a text, which cor-

responds to the literacy level expected from the 

target reader: rudimentary, basic or advanced.  
We have adopted a machine-learning classifier 

to identify the level of the input text; we use the 

Support Vector Machines implementation from 
Weka

9
 toolkit (SMO). We have used 7 corpora 

                                                        
9 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 

within 2 different genres (general news and popu-

lar science articles) to train the classifier. Three of 
these corpora contain original texts published in 

online newspapers and magazines. The other cor-

pora contain manually simplified versions of most 
of the original texts. These were simplified by a 

linguist, specialized in text simplification, accord-

ing to the two levels of simplification proposed in 
our project, natural and strong, which result in 

texts adequate for the basic and rudimentary litera-

cy levels, respectively. 
Our feature set is composed by cognitively-

motivated features derived from the Coh-Metrix-

PORT tool
10

, which is an adaptation for Brazilian 
Portuguese of Coh-Metrix 2.0 (free version of 

Coh-Metrix (Graesser et al, 2003)) also developed 

in the context of the PorSimples project. Coh-
Metrix-PORT implements the metrics in Table 1. 

 
Categories Subcategories Metrics 

Shallow 

Readabili-

ty metric 

- Flesch Reading Ease index 
for Portuguese. 

Words and 

textual 

informa-

tion 

Basic counts Number of words, sen-

tences, paragraphs, words 
per sentence, sentences per 
paragraph, syllables per 
word, incidence of verbs, 
nouns, adjectives and ad-
verbs. 

Frequencies Raw frequencies of content 

words and minimum fre-
quency of content words. 

Hyperonymy Average number of hyper-
nyms of verbs. 

Syntactic 

informa-

tion 

Constituents Incidence of nominal 
phrases, modifiers per noun 
phrase and words preced-

ing main verbs. 

Pronouns, 
Types and 

Tokens 

Incidence of personal pro-
nouns, number of pronouns 
per noun phrase, types and 
tokens. 

Connectives Number of connectives, 
number of positive and 

negative additive connec-
tives, causal / temporal / 
logical positive and nega-
tive connectives. 

Logical 

operators 

- Incidence of the particles 
“e” (and), “ou” (or), “se” 
(if), incidence of negation 

and logical operators. 

Table 1. Metrics of Coh-Metrix-PORT. 

 

                                                        
10 http://caravelas.icmc.usp.br:3000/ 
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We also included seven new metrics to Coh-

Metrix-PORT: average verb, noun, adjective and 
adverb ambiguity, incidence of high-level constitu-

ents, content words and functional words.  

We measured the performance of the classifier 
on identifying the levels of the input texts by a 

cross-validation experiment. We trained the clas-

sifier on our 7 corpora and reached 90% F-measure 
on identifying texts at advanced level, 48% at basic 

level, and 73% at rudimentary level. 
 

3. A working session at SIMPLIFICA  
 

In the NAACL demonstration section we aim to 
present all functionalities of the tool for authoring 

simple texts, SIMPLIFICA. We will run all steps 

of the authoring process – readability assessment, 
lexical simplification and syntactic simplification – 

in order to demonstrate the use of the tool in pro-

ducing a text for basic and rudimentary readers of 
Portuguese, regarding the lexical and the syntactic 

complexity of an original text.  

We outline a script of our demonstration at 
http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/porsimples/demo/dem

o_script.htm. In order to help the understanding by 

non-speakers of Portuguese we provide the transla-
tions of the example texts shown. 

 

4. Final Remarks 
 

A tool for authoring simple texts in Portuguese is 
an innovative software, as are all the modules that 

form the tool. Such tool is extremely important in 

the construction of texts understandable by the ma-
jority of the Brazilian population. SIMPLIFICA’s 

target audience is varied and includes: teachers that 

use online text for reading practices; publishers; 
journalists aiming to reach poor literate readers; 

content providers for distance learning programs; 

government agencies that aim to communicate to 
the population as a whole; companies that produce 

technical manuals and medicine instructions; users 

of legal language, in order to facilitate the under-
standing of legal documents by lay people; and 

experts in language studies and computational lin-

guistics for future research. 
Future versions of SIMPLIFICA will also pro-

vide natural simplification, where the target sen-

tences for simplifications are chosen by a machine 
learning classifier (Gasperin et al., 2009). 
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Abstract 

This document describes the properties and 

some applications of the Microsoft Web N-

gram corpus. The corpus is designed to have 

the following characteristics. First, in contrast 

to static data distribution of previous corpus 

releases, this N-gram corpus is made publicly 

available as an XML Web Service so that it 

can be updated as deemed necessary by the 

user community to include new words and 

phrases constantly being added to the Web. 

Secondly, the corpus makes available various 

sections of a Web document, specifically, the 

body, title, and anchor text, as separates mod-

els as text contents in these sections are found 

to possess significantly different statistical 

properties and therefore are treated as distinct 

languages from the language modeling point 

of view. The usages of the corpus are demon-

strated here in two NLP tasks: phrase segmen-

tation and word breaking. 

1 Introduction 

Since Banko and Brill’s pioneering work almost a 

decade ago (Banko and Brill 2001), it has been 

widely observed that the effectiveness of statistical 

natural language processing (NLP) techniques is 

highly susceptible to the data size used to develop 

them. As empirical studies have repeatedly shown 

that simple algorithms can often outperform their 

more complicated counterparts in wide varieties of 

NLP applications with large datasets, many have 

come to believe that it is the size of data, not the 

sophistication of the algorithms that ultimately 

play the central role in modern NLP (Norvig, 

2008). Towards this end, there have been consider-

able efforts in the NLP community to gather ever 

larger datasets, culminating the release of the Eng-

lish Giga-word corpus (Graff and Cieri, 2003) and 

the 1 Tera-word Google N-gram (Thorsten and 

Franz, 2006) created from arguably the largest text 

source available, the World Wide Web. 

Recent research, however, suggests that studies 

on the document body alone may no longer be suf-

ficient in understanding the language usages in our 

daily lives. A document, for example, is typically 

associated with multiple text streams. In addition 

to the document body that contains the bulk of the 

contents, there are also the title and the file-

name/URL the authors choose to name the docu-

ment. On the web, a document is often linked with 

anchor text or short messages from social network 

applications that other authors use to summarize 

the document, and from the search logs we learn 

the text queries formulated by the general public to 

specify the document. A large scale studies reveal 

that these text streams have significantly different 

properties and lead to varying degrees of perfor-

mance in many NLP applications (Wang et al, 
2010, Huang et al, 2010). Consequently from the 

statistical modeling point of view, these streams 

are better regarded as composed in distinctive lan-

guages and treated as such. 

This observation motivates the creation of Mi-

crosoft Web N-gram corpus in which the materials 

from the body, title and anchor text are made 

available separately. Another notable feature of the 

corpus is that Microsoft Web N-gram is available 

as a cross-platform XML Web service
1
 that can be 

freely and readily accessible by users through the 

Internet anytime and anywhere. The service archi-

tecture also makes it straightforward to perform on 

                                                           
1 Please visit http://research.microsoft.com/web-ngram for 

more information. 
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demand updates of the corpus with the new con-

tents that can facilitate the research on the dynam-

ics of the Web.
2
 

2 General Model Information  

Like the Google N-gram, Microsoft Web N-gram 

corpus is based on the web documents indexed by 

a commercial web search engine in the EN-US 

market, which, in this case, is the Bing service 

from Microsoft. The URLs in this market visited 

by Bing are at the order of hundreds of billion, 

though the spam and other low quality web pages 

are actively excluded using Bing’s proprietary al-

gorithms. The various streams of the web docu-

ments are then downloaded, parsed and tokenized 

by Bing, in which process the text is lowercased 

with the punctuation marks removed. However, no 

stemming, spelling corrections or inflections are 

performed.  

Unlike the Google N-gram release which con-

tains raw N-gram counts, Microsoft Web N-gram 

provides open-vocabulary, smoothed back-off N-

gram models for the three text streams using the 

CALM algorithm (Wang and Li, 2009) that dy-

namically adapts the N-gram models as web doc-

uments are crawled. The design of CALM ensures 

that new N-grams are incorporated into the models 

as soon as they are encountered in the crawling and 

become statistically significant. The models are 

therefore kept up-to-date with the web contents. 

CALM is also designed to make sure that dupli-

cated contents will not have outsized impacts in 

biasing the N-gram statistics. This property is use-

ful as Bing’s crawler visits URLs in parallel and on 

the web many URLs are pointing to the same con-

tents. Currently, the maximum order of the N-gram 

available is 5, and the numbers of N-grams are 

shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Numbers of N-grams for various streams 

 Body Title Anchor 

1-gram 1.2B 60M 150M 

2-gram 11.7B 464M 1.1B 

3-gram 60.1B 1.4B 3.2B 

4-gram 148.5B 2.3B 5.1B 

5-gram 237B 3.8B 8.9B 

                                                           
2 The WSDL for the web service is located at http://web-

ngram.research.microsoft.com/Lookup.svc/mex?wsdl. 

CALM algorithm adapts the model from a seed 

model based on the June 30, 2009 snapshot of the 

Web with the algorithm described and imple-

mented in the MSRLM toolkit (Nguyen et al, 

2007). The numbers of tokens in the body, title, 

and anchor text in the snapshot are of the order of 

1.4 trillion, 12.5 billion, and 357 billion, respec-

tively. 

3 Search Query Segmentation 

In this demonstration, we implement a straightfor-

ward algorithm that generates hypotheses of the 

segment boundaries at all possible placements in a 

query and rank their likelihoods using the N-gram 

service. In other words, a query of T terms will 

have 2T-1 
segmentation hypotheses. Using the fam-

ous query “mike siwek lawyer mi” described in 

(Levy, 2010) as an example, the likelihoods and 

the segmented queries for the top 5 hypotheses are 

shown in Figure 1. 
Body: 

  
Title: 

 
Anchor: 

 
 

Figure 1: Top 5 segmentation hypotheses under 

body, title, and anchor language models. 

 

As can be seen, the distinctive styles of the lan-

guages used to compose the body, title, and the 

anchor text contribute to their respective models 

producing different outcomes on the segmentation 
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task, many of which research issues have been ex-

plored in (Huang et al, 2010). It is hopeful that the 

release of Microsoft Web N-gram service can ena-

ble the community in general to accelerate the re-

search on this and related areas. 

4 Word Breaking Demonstration 

Word breaking is a challenging NLP task, yet the 

effectiveness of employing large amount of data to 

tackle word breaking problems has been demon-

strated in (Norvig, 2008). To demonstrate the ap-

plicability of the web N-gram service for the work 

breaking problem, we implement the rudimentary 

algorithm described in (Norvig, 2008) and extend 

it to use body N-gram for ranking the hypotheses. 

In essence, the word breaking task can be regarded 

as a segmentation task at the character level where 

the segment boundaries are delimitated by white 

spaces. By using a larger N-gram model, the demo 

can successfully tackle the challenging word 

breaking examples as mentioned in (Norvig, 2008). 

Figure 2 shows the top 5 hypotheses of the simple 

algorithm. We note that the word breaking algo-

rithm can fail to insert desired spaces into strings 

that are URL fragments and occurred in the docu-

ment body frequently enough. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Norvig's word breaking examples (Norvig, 

2008) re-examined with Microsoft Web N-gram 
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Two surprising side effects of creating the N-

gram models from the web in general are worth 

noting. First, as more and more documents contain 

multi-lingual contents, the Microsoft Web N-gram 

corpus inevitably include languages other than EN-

US, the intended language. Figure 3 shows exam-

ples in German, French and Chinese (Romanized) 

each.  

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Word breaking examples for foreign lan-

guages: German (top), French and Romanized Chi-

nese 

 

Secondly, since the web documents contain many 

abbreviations that are popular in short messaging, 

the consequent N-gram model lends the simple 

word breaking algorithm to cope with the common 

short hands surprisingly well. An example that de-

codes the short hand for “wait for you” is shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: A word breaking example on SMS-style 

message. 
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